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FADE IN:
EXT. ALLEY - NIGHT
A puddle in a dark alley reflects the full moon.  
It is TRAMPLED BY RUNNING FEET.  Then another set close by.
The feet belong to BRAD and FELICIA, mid 20’s.  
Felicia is in the lead, her long black hair billowing out 
behind her.  Even sweaty and running, she oozes sex appeal.
Brad lumbers close behind.  He’s big -- the kind of guy who 
doesn’t like football because there’s not enough contact.  
Brad runs with a BOTTLE OF BOOZE in his hand.
They look back and see they are still being chased by FIVE 
CAMPUS SECURITY GUARDS.  The guards are all wearing very 
shiny, reflective SUNGLASSES.  
FELICIA
Jesus, they’re still there.
SECURITY GUARD
STOP!
They don’t.  Brad takes a swig from the bottle as he runs.  
Felicia trips and FALLS to the ground.  Brad reaches back for 
her and helps her up.
BRAD
Here.
He hands her the bottle of booze and she drinks it as she 
stumbles away from the guards.
The more she drinks, the more steady her step is.  By her 
third pull she is sprinting perfectly.
The guards are closer now.  Moving with a speed not common to 
members of their profession.
Brad and Felicia turn the corner and see the alley dead ends 
with a wrought iron gate.
FELICIA
Up and over.
Brad takes a huge pull and finishes the bottle.  He flings it 
to the side and he and Felicia sprint for the gate.
2.
The guards have rounded the corner and are right on their 
tails.
Almost at the gate, Brad reaches out and takes Felicia’s 
arms.  In a RUNNING TWIRL, like a hammer throw, he HURLS her 
into the air.
She flies over the fence, 30 FEET INTO THE AIR, and lands on 
the pavement with an effortless roll.  She skids to a stop.  
Not a scratch on her, even her hair is perfect.
Brad lowers his shoulder and with a mighty cry, CRASHES INTO 
THE FENCE.
The wrought iron GROANS and SNAPS as he barrels into it.  On 
the other side, Brad rises and continues to run.  
The fence, now with a Brad-sized hole, buckles and falls, 
causing the guards to stop and watch Brad and Felicia get 
away.
One guard trips on the fallen fence causing his shiny 
sunglasses to fall off.  His eyes are the same color as the 
sunglasses.
The color fades, his eyes look normal.  He looks around, 
confused.
Another guard grabs the glasses off the ground and places 
them back on the fallen guard’s face.  Without a word the 
guards form up and head back the way they came.
Past a large marble sign that reads: DILLON COLLEGE.
MATCH CUT TO:
PROMOTIONAL VIDEO, VARIOUS LOCATIONS
EXT. DILLON COLLEGE
That same sign.  The degraded quality lets us know we’re 
watching a video.
DEAN WALKER, 60’s, enters the frame.  Walker is a tower of a 
man with a sophisticated head of grey hair.  He always wears 
a pair of black leather gloves.
He places his gloved hand on the sign and turns to the 
CAMERA.
3.
WALKER
Here at Dillon College, we believe 
in the motto set forth by our 
founders: Veritas vos liberabit --
the truth shall set you free.  
Hello, I’m your Dean, Scott Walker, 
and I’m here to set the truth 
straight about alcohol and you.
CUT TO:
INT. CLASSROOM - CONTINUOUS
Walker stands behind large wooden desk. 
WALKER (CONT’D)
Dillon maintains its reputation as 
one of the top schools in the 
country because of its students’ 
work ethic and strong moral fiber.
He smiles.
WALKER (CONT’D)
Dillon has graduated countless 
Fortune 500 CEOs, senators, 
congressmen, and even a Supreme 
Court Justice.  And, not only have 
they rewarded us with their public 
service, they have trusted Dillon 
with the education of their sons 
and daughters as well.
He places his hands on the desk and leans forward.
WALKER (CONT’D)
But, every day, students’ futures 
are put at risk from the vile 
underbelly of society.  That’s 
right, I’m talking about alcohol 
peddlers.
CUT TO:
VARIOUS BARS
Scenes of drinking and debauchery.  They’re bright and 
lively.  Good looking, college-age kids take shots, squeeze 
limes in each other’s mouths, raise bottles in the air and 
hoot wildly.
4.
WALKER (V.O.)
Sure, it looks like fun now, but 
what happens later in the night?
The bar resembles a battlefield.  Bodies strewn about.  A boy 
vomits in the trash can.  A girl is crying in the corner.  A 
guy is getting his ass kicked.  Another boy screams into the 
phone until the line goes dead.
WALKER (V.O.) (CONT’D)
I’m going to tell you the story of 
Johnny.
EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - GRADFAIR - DAY
The video plays on a monitor at a BOOTH.  A SIGN above reads: 
BEER GOGGLES.
WALKER (O.S.)
Johnny was your average Dillon 
student, bright, fun, and full of 
life...
Pulling back, we see the quad is scattered with BOOTHS and 
TENTS.  STUDENTS mill from booth to booth.  A LARGE SIGN 
reads: “DILLON COLLEGE GRADFAIR -- YOUR FUTURE BEGINS HERE!”
Standing under the sign, CHARLIE VINCENT, 21, watches the 
students hustle about at a distance.  Charlie’s crop of dirty 
blond hair sits atop a pile of boyish good looks.  He wears 
slacks and a button down shirt, a step up from the shorts and 
sandals of his classmates.  
A VOICE SINGS behind him, off-key.
TYLER
So glad we made it.  Look how far 
we’ve come, my baby!
Charlie turns to see TYLER FARRELL, 22.  Tyler dresses like 
he doesn’t care, but he really does.  His hair is perfectly 
disheveled.
TYLER (CONT’D)
We might of took the long way.  We 
knew we’d get there someday.  They 
said, I’ll bet --
(speaking)
And we’re done.
CHARLIE
What are you so happy about?
5.
TYLER
Almost finished, man.  Our future 
begins here, haven’t you heard?
CHARLIE
And here I was thinking my future 
began over there.
TYLER
Don’t be such a sourpuss.  It’s 
been four years -- five, for me, 
whatever -- we’re finally done.
CHARLIE
Are we ever really done?
TYLER
Come on, Charlie.  Cheer up.  
You’re the valedictorian-elect!
CHARLIE
I don’t think that’s a term.
TYLER
Tonight is a night to celebrate! 
Charlie’s PARENTS, MR. AND MRS. VINCENT, 50’s, approach 
behind Tyler.
CHARLIE
Tyler.
TYLER
I’m gonna take you out. I know this 
place that’s got a hot chick 
bartender with the most perfect 
shark-eye nipples you’ve ever seen.  
Makes you wanna go Jaws all over 
them.
Tyler does his Jaws “da dun” impression.
Mr. Vincent eyes Tyler.
CHARLIE
My parents --
TYLER
Fuck your parents.  Live a little.  
You gotta --
Mr. Vincent clears his throat.
Tyler turns, not missing a beat.
6.
TYLER (CONT’D)
Your parents.  Mister and misses 
Vincent, how are you?
MR. VINCENT
Tyler.
TYLER
So good to see you at this event 
that no other parents would ever 
think to attend.
MR. VINCENT
We just wanted to make sure Charlie 
had everything in order.  It’s only 
a three hour trip.
CHARLIE
By plane.
MRS. VINCENT
(to Charlie)
Your father and I took care of the 
tickets.  I’m thinking fifteen 
should do it.  Aunt Ellen and Uncle 
Roger will want to attend.  And we 
should send one to your cousin 
Emily, even though she probably 
can’t make it.  Just to be polite.
CHARLIE
OK.
Mrs. Vincent notices Charlie’s COLLAR BUTTONS are UNDONE. 
MRS. VINCENT
Button your collar, Charlie.  It 
looks sloppy.
CHARLIE
Yes, ma’am.
Charlie buttons his collar.
MR. VINCENT
Do you have your gown and mortar 
board yet?
CHARLIE
Uhh...
MR. VINCENT
I see.  It’s over here.
7.
He walks to a BOOTH with the sign: “CAP AND GOWN.”  Mrs. 
Vincent, Charlie, and Tyler follow.
Charlie walks up to a student volunteer, SARAH, at the booth.  
Sarah does not look up.
SARAH
Name?
Before Charlie can speak...
MR. VINCENT
Vincent, Charlie.
Sarah’s eyes shoot up and meet Charlie’s.  She is radiant.  
She gives a perfect smile for a moment before looking back to 
her list.
SARAH
Let’s see.  Vincent, Charlie.  Hmm.  
Ah, here we are.  
(calling behind)
Sherry, get me a medium gown and a 
mortar board with a... white 
tassel?  What’s a white tassel for?
WALKER (O.S.)
The valedictorian.
Behind Sarah is DEAN WALKER in the flesh.
SARAH
Oh, Dean Walker, I didn’t see you 
there.
WALKER (CONT’D)
Charlie Vincent, good to see you.  
Is everything in order?
Walker shakes Charlie’s hand with a powerful grip.
CHARLIE
Yes, sir.  Getting there.
Walker turns to Tyler.
WALKER
And you are?
TYLER
Tyler Farrell, sir.  We don’t run 
in the same circles.
Mr. Vincent steps up.
8.
MR. VINCENT
Dean Walker, Michael Vincent, this 
is my wife, Claire.  We met at the 
parents luncheon when Charlie was a 
freshman.
WALKER
Mister and Misses Vincent, of 
course.  You must be very proud of 
your son.  Valedictorian is quite 
the honor.  
MR. VINCENT
Yes we are.  Charlie was 
valedictorian of his high school 
and now college and with any luck 
valedictorian of Harvard Law in 
three years.  Looking for that 
acceptance letter any day now, 
right, Charlie?
CHARLIE
Any day now.
Charlie looks uncomfortable.
WALKER
I don’t doubt it.  He’s the ideal 
Dillon student.
MRS. VINCENT
What a nice thing to say.  Charlie, 
you didn’t mention having met the 
dean.
WALKER
Oh no, ma’am.  We’ve never met.  
But, I’ve been following Charlie’s 
progress for some time.
SARAH
Ahh, here we are, Mr. 
Valedictorian.  Medium gown and 
mortar board with white tassel.  
Sarah hands them to Charlie.
WALKER
Listen, Sarah, would you mind 
helping Charlie and Tyler finish up 
around here while I talk to Mister 
and Misses Vincent?
Sarah smiles.
9.
SARAH
I’d love to.  Come on guys.
ACROSS THE QUAD: A SHADOWY FIGURE watches Charlie, Tyler, and 
Sarah walk from the booth.
Charlie and Tyler follow Sarah across the quad.  She moves 
like water, making the skin tight-jeans and tank-top look 
like a thousand-dollar gown.  
Charlie and Tyler notice.
SARAH (CONT’D)
So, you have your gown and mortar, 
announcements and invitations.  All 
that’s left are your BEER Goggles.
TYLER
Uhh, what the fuck are BEER 
Goggles?
INSERT - BEER GOGGLES POSTER
“B etter
 E njoy the
 E vening
 R esponsibly 
 GOGGLES”
BACK TO SCENE
At the BEER Goggles booth.  The BEER Goggles are the same 
reflective sunglasses the Campus Police wore earlier.  Sarah 
points to the poster.
SARAH
BEER Goggles.  Better enjoy the 
evening responsibly... goggles.  
Sunglasses really.  It’s the Dean’s 
new push to cut down drinking.  
Haven’t you seen the infomercial?  
It’s been playing all over campus.
The MONITOR shows the PROMOTIONAL VIDEO from earlier.
WALKER (O.S.)
Wearing BEER Goggles lets the 
peddlers out there know that you 
are above their influence.  
10.
(MORE)
That you know how to party and have 
a good, clean, responsible time 
without alcohol poisoning your 
body.
CHARLIE
Oh yeah, I have seen that.  It’s... 
interesting.
TYLER
It’s bullshit, is what it is.  How 
are you gonna tell college kids not 
to drink?  
SARAH
Then don’t take them.
(leans to Charlie)
I won’t tell if you won’t.
Charlie blushes.
SARAH (CONT’D)
So valedictorian, huh?  You going 
out celebrating tonight?
CHARLIE
Probably just going to stay in.
SARAH
Valedictorian is big.  You should 
be out partying, not hiding away in 
your room.  There’s a Delta party 
tonight.  You should come.
CHARLIE
I don’t know.
TYLER
I’ll be there!
Charlie’s parents wave from across the quad.
CHARLIE
I’ve got to go.
SARAH
See you later, Mr. Valedictorian. 
EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - GRADFAIR - LATER
The gradfair is over.  Tents and booths are being taken down.
Dean Walker talks and shakes hands with several students.
The Shadowy Figure walks across the quad, closer to the Dean.
11.
WALKER (O.S.) (cont'd)
The students move off.  
The Shadowy Figure walks swiftly to the Dean.  Just as he 
approaches... 
The Dean turns to meet his gaze and sees ARTHUR DANIELS, who 
looks like he could be in his 40’s, but has the air of 
confidence of someone much older.  
WALKER
Well, this reeks of desperation, 
Arthur.
DANIELS
Just checking to see what all the 
fuss was about.  BEER Goggles to 
rid the world of alcohol, 
brilliant.
Walker reaches to put a hand on Daniels’s shoulder, but 
Daniels flinches away.
Walker holds up his hands.
WALKER
Jumpy now.  I’ll keep the gloves 
on.  Afraid I’m going to shut you 
and your shithole bar down?
DANIELS
If you could have, you would have 
by now.  I’m grandfathered seven 
ways from Sunday in this state.
Walker laughs.
WALKER
Funny how a man your age is so 
grandfathered.  I’m just trying to 
make the world a better place.
DANIELS
Don’t forget, I know who you are 
and what you can do.  What, do you 
think getting alcohol banned in the 
county will lead to the state?  The 
country?  What are you so afraid 
of?
WALKER
Doesn’t it frighten you?  All these 
kids running around unchecked?  
12.
(MORE)
You’re going to wake up one morning 
and the whole country will have 
gone to hell.
DANIELS
They’re good, for the most part.  
They just have to be reasoned with.
Walker turns to leave.
WALKER
You take your approach, I’ll take 
mine.
Walker stops and tosses Daniels a pair of BEER Goggles.
WALKER (CONT’D)
Why don’t you try a pair?  They’ll 
look great on you.
Daniels inspects the goggles in his hand.
INT. MAIL ROOM - NIGHT
A quiet mail room.  Tiny mail boxes fill the walls.
Charlie opens his mail box.  A LARGE ENVELOPE is folded 
inside.
He pulls out the envelope and stares at it.  The envelope 
displays: HARVARD LAW.  He opens it.
INSERT - LETTER
“Dear Charlie, 
Congratulations on your acceptance 
to Harvard Law School.  It is...”
BACK TO SCENE
Charlie stops reading.
INT. CHARLIE AND TYLER’S DORM ROOM - NIGHT
A typical college dorm room.  Charlie’s side is clean and 
tidy, while Tyler’s side is... not.
Tyler is fixing his hair in the mirror.
Charlie enters.
13.
WALKER (cont'd)
CHARLIE
You going to that party?
TYLER
My man!
EXT. STREET - NIGHT
Charlie and Tyler are walking down the street, dressed to 
party.  Tyler is wearing tight jeans and a striped shirt 
unbuttoned half way revealing his shaven chest.  His collar 
is POPPED.  Charlie wears a button down dress shirt tucked 
into slacks.  
TYLER
Are you sure you want to do this?  
CHARLIE
You heard her, this party’s going 
to be great.
TYLER
I’ll wingman wherever you want to 
go, but I seriously think you’re 
out-kicking your coverage with this 
girl.
CHARLIE
She’s too hot for me?
TYLER
You got your foot in the door, but 
unless you’re planning on toe 
fucking her, you need to bring a 
little something extra.
Charlie and Tyler stop as they approach...
EXT. PARTY HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
The house is lit up against the night sky.  The party is in 
full swing.  People mill about the porch, drinking and 
chatting.
CHARLIE
So, to get a girl like her I need 
to be more like... you?
Charlie looks Tyler over.
TYLER
What?
14.
CHARLIE
You look like you’re going to a 
Lady Gaga concert.  All you need is 
some body glitter... And a dick.
TYLER
Dude, this isn’t gay, it’s metro.  
Chicks dig it.   
CHARLIE
I’ve seen straighter fanny packs.
TYLER
At least I’m dressed for a party, 
not a debate tournament.
Charlie looks himself over.  He defiantly un-tucks his shirt.
TYLER (CONT’D)
Now we’re ready to party!
Charlie takes a deep breath and follows Tyler inside.
INT. PARTY HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
The house is packed with sweaty, drunken, PARTYGOERS.  
Charlie and Tyler snake their way through the crowd to...
INT. PARTY HOUSE - KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS
Charlie and Tyler enter.  It’s surprisingly spacious.
There’s a KEG and a table with BOTTLES OF BOOZE, but most of 
the attention is paid to a CIRCULAR TABLE in the middle of 
the room.
SIX FRAT BOYS surround the table.  Others watch from further 
back.
Charlie sees Sarah talking to someone near the back.  She’s 
wearing a shiny pink top and TIGHT jeans.
TYLER
God, that’s a thing of beauty.  You 
see that?  Pandora’s Box.
Tyler points to Sarah’s ass.
CHARLIE
Her ass?
15.
TYLER
Of course her ass!  But, you see 
that speck of light peeking through 
underneath?  Right between her 
thighs?  Pandora’s Box, man.
Charlie sees it.
CHARLIE
What are you talking about?
TYLER
Think about it.  Pandora opened 
that box and all that horrible shit 
came out.  Fucked up the world, 
right?  Just like a woman’s legs.  
A woman like that opens her legs 
and all that evil comes out.  
Jealousy, bitterness, pain, a big 
fat hole in your bank account.  
But, what’s left when all that’s 
over?  A tiny ray of light.  Hope.
He points to her ass again.
CHARLIE
Hope for what?
TYLER
Hope you can tap that ass tonight!
Tyler SHOVES Charlie to her.  Charlie stumbles, and Sarah 
turns to his ungraceful entrance with that perfect smile.
SARAH
Hey there Mr. Valedictorian.
CHARLIE
Uh, hi.
SARAH
Sarah. Can I get you a drink?
Charlie looks at the bottles of alcohol on the counter, then 
back to Sarah.  She smiles at his awkwardness.
CHARLIE
I, uh... Well, I could get you a 
drink, I mean, if you wanted one, 
but if you don’t I understand, not 
trying to get you drunk and take 
advantage of you or anything -- 
yeah, I’d love a drink.
16.
The crowd CHEERS behind him.  Charlie turns as one of the 
frat boys lunges for a trash can and VOMITS.  The small crowd 
chants.
CROWD
EXECUTED!
One of the frat boys, DERRICK A.K.A DOUBLE VISION, 20’s, 
seems to be the leader of the group.  He’s tall and skinny 
with jet-black hair.  A disco ball necklace hangs from his 
neck.  
Next to him is RYAN A.K.A SHITFACED, 20’s, a clean-cut hunk 
with a perfect jaw line.  So good-looking he makes you want 
to puke.
DOUBLE VISION
Executed! Who’s next?
TYLER
(calls out)
I’ll play.
DOUBLE VISION
You wanna play, Sarah?  I’m sure we 
can find a spot for you.
Sarah looks at Charlie with a Cheshire grin.  
She GRABS Charlie by the shirt and drags him to the game.
SARAH
I’m fine to watch, but Charlie here 
wants to play.
CHARLIE
What is it?
DOUBLE VISION
Russian Roulette.
CHARLIE
Uh, like Deer Hunter, Russian 
Roulette?
Double Vision cocks his head.  He points to the table.  
There are SIX SHOT GLASSES arranged on a LAZY SUSAN 
resembling the chamber of a gun.  There are TWO BOTTLES of 
clear liquid next to them.
DOUBLE VISION
One of these bottles is filled with 
water, the other, vodka.  
17.
(MORE)
Don’t ask me which is which, 
because I can’t remember.  We fill 
three with water and three with 
vodka.  Then spin the chamber and 
you drink the shot in front you.
Shitfaced pulls out a bottle of GLOWING GREEN LIQUID.
SHITFACED
Get ‘hit’ ten times and you take a 
shot of this.  If you can handle 
it, you can stay, if not, you’re 
‘executed’.
Sarah leans in to Charlie.  
SARAH
It’ll be fun, I promise.
CHARLIE
What’s that green stuff?
Double Vision looks to Charlie.
DOUBLE VISION
Leprechaun jizz, what does it 
matter?
SARAH
Come on, Charlie.  Do it for me.
A faint wisp of PINKISH-GOLD AIR passes from Sarah to 
Charlie.  Like pheromones visualized.  Because like Double 
Vision and Shitfaced, Sarah is no ordinary person.  She is 
THE PENIS FLYTRAP.
Charlie looks her in the eye, he can’t resist.
CHARLIE
I’ll do it.
It begins.  The shots are filled, the chamber is spun.  It 
stops.  Each player takes their shots.
The faces of Double Vision and Shitfaced tense up.  They had 
the vodka.  Charlie and Tyler take the water.
Double Vision breaks out into a disco stance, finger raised 
to the sky.
DOUBLE VISION
WOO!
Sarah leans to Charlie.
18.
DOUBLE VISION (cont'd)
SARAH
See, it’s not so bad.
The next round begins.  Shots are poured.  Chamber is spun.  
They take the shots.   
Charlie looks at the shot.  He knows it’s vodka.  He takes 
it.
We hear a BANG.  (Signifies Charlie has been shot in the 
game.  ONLY WE HEAR this when he or Tyler drink the vodka 
shots.)
Charlie clears his throat after the shot and breathes heavy.
SARAH
Now we’re having fun!
SHOT MONTAGE:
Pour.  Spin.  Charlie takes his shot.  BANG.
Pour.  Spin.  Shots.  BANG BANG.  Charlie and Tyler both get 
hit.
Shitfaced takes a shot and doesn’t flinch.
DOUBLE VISION
How’s that taste?
CHARLIE
Shut your mouth and pour, Disco 
Stu.
Tyler is surprised by Charlie’s comeback.
TYLER
What he said.
Charlie takes a shot.  BANG.
Sarah smiles as she watches on.
Tyler takes a shot.  BANG.
Charlie takes a series of shots.  BANG BANG BANG.
Charlie and Tyler look at their shots and trade them.  BANG 
BANG.
19.
END MONTAGE.
Charlie and Tyler are wobbly after their last shots.    
DOUBLE VISION
Here we go.  Look’s like these boys 
are about to be EXECUTED!
The crowd starts cheering.  
Double Vision pours two shots of the GLOWING GREEN LIQUID.
DOUBLE VISION
Drink up, boys.
Charlie and Tyler hold the shots and look at each other.  
They take them.
They react the same.  They begin gagging and coughing as if 
the shot is the nastiest tasting thing in the world. 
CHARLIE
What was that?
TYLER
Tasted like a hobo’s smegma.
Double Vision and the crowd laugh hysterically at them. 
CROWD
EX-E-CU-TED!  EX-E-CU-TED!
Charlie is looking woozy.
CHARLIE
I... I, uh...
Charlie tries to speak, but his mouth is dry.  He clears his 
throat.  
Suddenly, it’s as if his tongue is numb.  He speech is 
severely slurred.
CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Shhoo, eeeh... I caa...
SHITFACED
What?
CHARLIE
I caa... Airplane, aspirin, del 
rio.  
Charlie looks confused, and rubs his palm on his tongue.
20.
CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Airplane, aspirin, del rio.  
Airplane, Chihuahua, cavalcade?
His look of confusion turns to fear.
SHITFACED
What’s your problem?  
His voice is raised in confusion.
CHARLIE
Airplane, cockatiel, shrimp on the 
barbie, kanpai telluride.
Charlie turns and sees Tyler talking with Double Vision.
TYLER
If anyone’s executed it’s your boy.
He points to Shitfaced who’s beefcake exterior has FADED.  
His face is POCK-MARKED and OILY.  His hair is sweaty and 
matted.  
TYLER (CONT’D)
I can rock your shit all...
His voice trails off and he stands motionless.
Tyler’s eyes slowly CLOUD TO ALL BLACK.
Double Vision starts laughing an looks to the other frat 
boys.
DOUBLE VISION
What’s up with this kid?
Double Vision waves his hand in front of Tyler’s face.  Tyler 
does not respond.
DOUBLE VISION (CONT’D)
Oh, this bitch is executed all 
right.
He starts slapping Tyler in the face.
DOUBLE VISION (CONT’D)
Wake up sleepy head.  
Charlie calls out.
CHARLIE
China fire, premobolin shot 
glasses.
21.
Double Vision and the frat boys stop and stare at Charlie.  
Then they start laughing.
Double Vision starts messing with Tyler again.
DOUBLE VISION
What was that you said?  I didn’t 
quite catch --
CHARLIE
STOP!
It is a moment of clarity and with the yell is an actual 
force to Charlie’s voice. THE YELL KNOCKS DOUBLE VISION 
BACKWARDS.
Both Charlie and Double Vision are surprised by the physical 
force of the outburst.
Double Vision looks around on the floor.
DOUBLE VISION
What did you throw at me, huh?  You 
want to make this more of a 
problem?
Double Vision pushes Charlie to the floor.
Charlie grunts as he falls and sends out another SHOCKWAVE 
that sends a glass flying off a table.
DOUBLE VISION (CONT’D)
You’re trashing my place?  Now I 
fuck up you and your boy.
Double Vision and Shitfaced push Charlie and Tyler outside.
EXT. PARTY HOUSE - NIGHT
Charlie and Tyler are pushed and stumble down the stairs onto 
the sidewalk.
A crowd circles them.
Charlie stands and helps Tyler get to his feet.
He looks Tyler in the eyes.  They are still jet black.  
Charlie shakes Tyler.
DOUBLE VISION (O.S.)
Your boy’s got the right idea 
playing possum. 
22.
Charlie turns... right into Double Vision’s FIST and is sent 
stumbling into the crowd.  
He bumps into Shitfaced, who looks even more disgusting now.  
His face is PUSSING at points and he looks downright haggard.  
Shitfaced pushes Charlie to the center.
Double Vision steps up.  Charlie’s face is pleading.
CHARLIE
Yellow notebook, Jean Claude Van 
Dam!
DOUBLE VISION
I think you drank yourself 
retarded.
In front of Charlie’s eyes, Double Vision APPEARS AS TWO.  
Charlie steps back, woozy.
DOUBLE VISION (CONT’D)
Seeing double, are we?
Double Vision rears back for a punch and Charlie tries to 
defend, but misses because of the double vision.  
Each of the Double Vision’s that Charlie sees, MOVE 
DIFFERENTLY.
Double Vision PUNCHES CHARLIE SQUARE IN THE STOMACH.  Charlie 
falls to a knee.
Double Vision is about to strike again when a BOOMING VOICE 
is heard.
BOOMING VOICE
LEAVE HIM ALONE!
The crowd parts, revealing BRAD and FELICIA.    
They look every bit as capable to fight as they were to 
escaping the cops earlier.
Double Vision looks at one of the FRAT BOYS and cocks his 
head to Brad.  
The frat boy attacks Brad, but Brad THROWS HIM INTO A PARKED 
CAR.
SHITFACED and ANOTHER FRAT BOY move toward Felicia.
Felicia SPIN KICKS the frat boy in the face with the grace of 
an ice skater.  She moves to punch Shitfaced when... She 
stops, GAGGING.  
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Shitfaced is the epitome of filth.  His face is OOZING PUS 
and what looks like shit.  His stench is visible.  He is 
LITERALLY SHITFACED.
Felicia rears back to punch him, but can’t hold back an 
EXPLOSIVE STREAM OF VOMIT into Shitfaced, knocking him back 
through the crowd.
Felicia’s AURA FADES and she falls to one knee.
Double Vision grabs Shitfaced by the shoulder.
DOUBLE VISION
Let’s roll.
They let go of Charlie and run away.
Brad grabs Charlie and holds him up.  
CHARLIE
Ahh!
Defensively, Charlie screams sending a SHOCKWAVE like a punch 
into Brad’s chest.  
BRAD
Ow.  Motherfucker!
Brad instinctively PUNCHES CHARLIE IN THE FACE.
Charlie crumbles to the ground.
He looks up and sees Brad and Felicia standing over him.  
FELICIA
Brad!
She slaps him on the arm.
BRAD
Sorry.
Charlie’s vision blurs and he passes out.
FADE TO BLACK.
FADE IN:
INT. DANK ROOM - NIGHT
Charlie is passed out on the floor.  His right eye is black 
and bruised.  He has a few cuts and scrapes.
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The room is spartan.
NATALIE VOX, 21, kneels next to him, cleaning the cuts on his 
hands and face with a bottle of water and a rag.  
Natalie is very girl-next-door.  Not ‘hot’, but ‘cute.’
Her voice has a SWEET ECHO to it.  
NATALIE
Charlie.  Charlie, wake up.
Charlie’s eyes open.  His vision clears and he sees Natalie 
above him.
Scared, he lunges back.  Natalie falls backwards and drops 
the water bottle.  
Charlie RUSHES UP, but winces as he feels the aches and pains 
from the fight.  He heads through the door.
INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS
Charlie stumbles through a dark hallway.  He grimaces in 
pain, just moving hurts.
MUSIC with heavy bass is heard through the walls.  As Charlie 
approaches the door at the end of the hall the music gets 
louder.  Charlie pushes through the door into:
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - CONTINUOUS
Charlie is blinded by the FLASHING COLORED LIGHTS as he steps 
into the bar.  
It’s a large college bar.  The bar is on the back wall, 
booths and tables line the other three.  There is a large 
dance floor filled with people in the middle and two pool 
tables on the side.
The joint is crowded.  The music is loud. 
Charlie tries to push his way through the crowd.  He runs 
into several people and gets disoriented.  
Over the music, he hears Tyler’s VOICE.
TYLER (O.S.)
Thank you so much, fair barmaid.  I 
am honored to receive your 
complimentary libations.
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Charlie turns and sees Tyler sitting at the bar.  He rushes 
through a throng of dancers.
As Charlie approaches, Tyler is talking to Felicia who is 
tending bar.
FELICIA
What else would you like?
TYLER
You.
Felicia stifles a laugh.
FELICIA
Are you serious?
Charlie is out of breath.  He places a hand on Tyler’s 
shoulder.
TYLER
Dude!  Whoa, you look like shit.
CHARLIE
You don’t remember?
TYLER
All I can recall is drinking with 
my future wife, Felicia, right 
here.
He gestures to where Felicia was standing, but she’s already 
moved down the bar.
TYLER (CONT’D)
Right... there.
Charlie grabs Tyler’s arm and yanks him out of the seat.
CHARLIE
Something’s fucked up.  We need to 
get out of here.
Charlie drags Tyler through the crowd to the door, but stops 
when he sees BRAD.
CHARLIE
Fuck.
TYLER
What are you doing?
Brad turns and sees them.
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BRAD
HEY!
Charlie pulls Tyler and runs away back through the crowd.
CHARLIE
Come on!
Brad tries to follow but is held back by a group of DANCERS.
Charlie drags Tyler to the other side of the bar and enters a 
door.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - STAIRWELL - CONTINUOUS
Charlie and Tyler are running up the stairs.
TYLER
Dude, why are you running?  Let go 
of me.
CHARLIE
I don’t know.  We were drugged or 
something.  I thought you were in a 
coma.
They reach the top and exit to...
EXT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - ROOFTOP - CONTINUOUS
Charlie runs out the door and looks around.
TYLER
Is this some kind of grand escape?  
Not planning on jumping are you?
Charlie looks over the edge to an alley below.  It would be a 
long fall.
CHARLIE
I don’t know.  I don’t know.
A VOICE startles them.
DANIELS (O.S.)
I wouldn’t do that if I were you, 
Charlie.
Charlie and Tyler turn to see Arthur Daniels, flanked by 
Brad, Felicia, and Natalie standing by the door.
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DANIELS
A thirty foot fall onto concrete 
would kill a man.
CHARLIE
Who the hell are you?
DANIELS
My name is Arthur Daniels.  This is 
my bar.  And I have a keen interest 
in you, Charlie.  You too, Tyler.
TYLER
How do you know our names?
DANIELS
I assure you I have no intention to 
harm you.  I understand something 
happened to you both tonight.
Charlie looks at Tyler.
DANIELS (CONT’D)
I think I can help explain.  Since 
the dawn of time, there have been 
people -- exceptional people -- 
that changed the world.  
Daniels steps closer.
DANIELS (CONT’D)
Julius Caesar, Ulysses S. Grant, 
Poe, Hemingway, Stalin.  What did 
these people have in common?
Behind Daniels, Natalie leans to Felicia.
NATALIE
(under her breath)
They’re all men.
Daniels doesn’t miss a beat.
DANIELS
They were all alcoholics.
CHARLIE
My uncle Frank is an alchie and he 
can’t even tie his shoes.
28.
DANIELS
For most people, alcohol slows down 
the cognitive function of the 
brain, but in a select few, it 
opens up the drinker to untold 
powers. 
CHARLIE
Powers?  You’re telling me I’m some 
kind of drunk super hero?
DANIELS
That’s a way of putting it, yes.
CHARLIE
All I know is I got drugged with 
some glowing green nuclear waste 
and couldn’t talk.
This actually surprises Daniels.
DANIELS
Glowing green?  
(to himself)
It couldn’t be.
CHARLIE
What?  It couldn’t be what?
DANIELS
Sometimes powers manifest on their 
own, sometimes they need a little 
help.  Like pulling baby teeth.  
That glowing green liquid, if I’m 
right, it activated your abilities.
CHARLIE
Activated?
Daniels walks over to Charlie by the edge of the roof.
DANIELS
It seems that someone wants you to 
discover your powers now, instead 
of letting them develop on their 
own.
(to Brad)
Brad, if you will.
Brad brings Daniels a BOTTLE OF BOOZE.
DANIELS
I’d like to see something.  Would 
you take a shot for me?
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Charlie hesitates.
DANIELS (CONT’D)
I assure you, this won’t harm you.
Daniels takes a long pull from the bottle.  He drinks almost 
half of it.
DANIELS (CONT’D)
Your powers aren’t operating at the 
moment, but you’re not sober, it 
shouldn’t take too much.  
Charlie takes the bottle and looks at it, considering.
DANIELS (CONT’D)
Listen, Charlie. I’m not your 
father.  I’m not telling you what 
to do.  I’m just asking you to have 
a drink.
He looks Daniels in the eye and takes a heavy pull.  He 
swallows with a grimace on his face.
DANIELS
Feel anything?
CHARLIE
No.
DANIELS
Are you sure?
CHARLIE
I deaf race car anything.
Charlie is frustrated.
Everyone exchanges puzzled looks.  Daniels smiles.
DANIELS
What was that?
CHARLIE
I DON’T FEEL ANYTHING!
A SHOCKWAVE is sent with those words and hits Daniels.
Daniels stumbles back from the blow to the edge of the 
building.  He tries to balance, but he can’t and FALLS OFF.  
Charlie lunges to grab him, but is too late.
Daniels HITS THE GROUND with a loud thud.
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Brad, Felicia, and Natalie rush to the edge.  
NATALIE
Oh my God!
Daniels’ body lies motionless on the ground.
Everyone runs to the stairwell.
EXT. ALLEY - CONTINUOUS
Brad, Felicia, and Natalie rush to Daniels’ body.  
Charlie and Tyler stand a few feet behind watching.  Charlie 
is shaking with the thought of what he’s done.  He’s still 
holding the bottle of alcohol.
Daniels STIRS and RISES.  Brad, Felicia, and Natalie spread 
out as he gets to his feet.  
Daniels has LARGE GASHES on his forehead and arm.
CHARLIE
Oh my god, I’m so sorry.  I don’t 
know what happened.  I --
Daniels holds up his hand signaling Charlie to stop talking.  
He points to the bottle in Charlie’s hand.  Charlie hands it 
to him.
Daniels drinks from the bottle.  He’s in pain, but he manages 
to drink all of it.
He looks right at Charlie as the cuts on his face and his arm 
RAPIDLY HEAL.
Charlie and Tyler watch in awe as Daniels wipes the blood 
away.  He looks as good as new.
CHARLIE
How...
DANIELS
Haven’t you heard?  God protects 
fools, children... and drunks.
Charlie is still in awe.
DANIELS (CONT’D)
I told you.  Powers can manifest in 
amazing ways.  You two are special.  
I know who was trying to use you, 
let me find out why.
31.
TYLER
(to Charlie)
Do it.
CHARLIE
What do I have to do?
DANIELS
Meet here tomorrow.
CHARLIE
For what?
DANIELS
Your training.
INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - BASEMENT - NIGHT 
A cavernous basement.  Rows of large boxes labeled “BEER 
Goggles” line the wall.  A door to a walk-in cooler is on the 
far end.
Double Vision and Shitfaced, looking good again, are shooting 
the shit with THREE FRAT BOYS from the party.
A nerdy-looking guy sits in the corner of the room working on 
a computer.  He takes a shot and his fingers blaze over the 
keyboard.  He is the DRUNK DIALER.
Walker enters and all is silent.
WALKER
You certainly seem to be in a good 
mood for failing me so completely.
DOUBLE VISION
Hey, I gave them the shots, like 
you asked.  
(points to Shitfaced)
Shitfaced, here, couldn’t hold up 
his end of the bargain when the 
cavalry arrived.
SHITFACED
I disabled that chick’s powers, but 
her puke hit me like a semi, man.
He grabs his neck in discomfort.
WALKER
Enough!
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Walker grabs three pair of BEER Goggles and gestures to the 
three frat boys.
WALKER (CONT’D)
You three step up and place on your 
goggles.
They take the goggles and put them on.  Their demeanor 
changes.  They stand at attention.
Walker points to the boxes of BEER Goggles.
WALKER (CONT’D)
Pass these out to everyone you can.  
But, DO NOT force anyone to wear 
them.  They must take them 
voluntarily.
GOGGLED GUYS
Yes, sir!
They each grab a box and exit.
SHITFACED
Why can’t we just make people wear 
them?
WALKER
You’re like a third-grader.  How 
can I explain it you?  It’s like 
hypnotism.  You can’t hypnotize 
someone who doesn’t want to.  They 
have to allow you to control them.  
Understand?
SHITFACED
I think I get it.
Walker pulls off his gloves.
WALKER
Whatever.  I have an important job 
for you.
SHITFACED
Name it.
Walker GRABS Shitfaced by the arm.  
Shitfaced looks confused for a second, then afraid.  His face 
BREAKS OUT like before, but FASTER.  PIMPLES and POCKMARKS 
form and POP as PUS AND SHIT FLOW from his face.
33.
The Drunk Dialer looks up from his computer for a second, 
then goes back to work.
Shitfaced’s eyes are wide with fear.  He looks to Double 
Vision.
DOUBLE VISION
Sorry, guy.
SHITFACED
AHHHHHHH!
Walker releases him and he falls to the ground in a PILE OF 
STINKING FILTH.  He is DEAD.
Walker puts his gloves back on.
FOOTSTEPS are heard coming down the stairs.
SARAH (O.S.)
Now that’s a bit of a waste, don’t 
you think?
Sarah, still dressed from the party, moves to Walker.
WALKER
He’ll serve us better this way.
(to Double Vision)
Take care of the body.
Double Vision grabs Shitfaced’s feet and drags his body to 
the door.  Shitfaced’s face leaves a streak of shit across 
the floor.  He chuckles.
DOUBLE VISION
He looked better coming in here, 
than he did coming out, huh?
Double Vision exits dragging Shitfaced’s body.
WALKER
These frat boy burnouts aren’t 
getting the job done.  You’re going 
to need to recruit some better 
talent.
Sarah smiles mischievously.
SARAH
I have a few ideas.
Sarah leans in and kisses Walker.  Hard.  Walker breaks from 
the kiss and exhales.
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Sarah points to the streaked floor.
SARAH (CONT’D)
That shit is gross, would you mind 
cleaning it up?
Walker cocks his head.
SARAH (CONT’D)
For me.  Please?
Walker cracks a half smile.
Then GRABS Sarah BY THE NECK.
WALKER
What do you think you’re doing?  
You’re trying to use your power on 
me?
Sarah struggles in Walker’s powerful grasp.
WALKER (CONT’D)
You call yourself Penis Flytrap, 
yes?  Well, I’m not a fucking fly!
Sarah is having trouble breathing.
WALKER (CONT’D)
Next time you try that shit, I 
forget to wear the glove.  
Understand?
Sarah nods.  Walker releases her with a SHOVE against the 
wall.
WALKER (CONT’D)
Now clean this shit up.
Walker exits.
Sarah pants, slumped against the wall.
EXT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - DAY
A group of PROTESTERS stand outside the door to the bar.  
Many wear BEER Goggles.  Some wave SIGNS that read:  “THINK 
DON’T DRINK.” and “YOU BOOZE, YOU LOSE!”
A REPORTER stands in front of the crowd, taping his report.
35.
REPORTER
Protesting has increased especially 
around the campus since the body of 
Ryan Madson, a junior here at 
Dillon, was found dead late last 
night.
Charlie and Tyler arrive and try to find their way around the 
protesters.  
They push through the crowd with difficulty.  They finally 
make it through the door.  
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - DAY
Charlie and Tyler enter.
Daniels stands behind the bar flanked by Felicia, Brad, and 
Natalie.  They are watching the same reporter on a TV behind 
the bar.
A PICTURE OF SHITFACED is on the TV.
DANIELS
Recognize him?
Charlie stares at the screen.
CHARLIE
One of the guys from the party.  
He’s dead?
REPORTER (O.S.)
Reports indicate that his body 
alcohol content was almost point 
seven.  Which is roughly nine times 
the legal limit.
CHARLIE
Point seven-zero?  How is that even 
possible.
DANIELS
There’s only one way I know of...  
Scott Walker. 
CHARLIE
Dean?  Walker?
DANIELS
Yes.
36.
TYLER
The same Dean Walker that made 
Dillon a dry campus?  That’s trying 
to get alcohol banned across the 
state? 
DANIELS
Yes, the very same.  Dean Walker 
wants to restart prohibition, like 
his grandfather did in the 
twenties.  He has a power, like 
you.  He can transmute water into 
alcohol.  
CHARLIE
That sounds... ridiculous.
DANIELS
You’ve never heard anything like 
that before?  Never heard of, 
perhaps, someone turning water into 
wine?
CHARLIE
Jesus?  You’ve got to be kidding -- 
DANIELS
Everything fantastical has a basis 
in reality.  Walker’s grandfather 
grew more powerful than Rockefeller 
in the twenties.  Prohibition 
doesn’t stop the flow of alcohol, 
it just makes it secret.  It gets 
rid of competition for a man who 
just needs water to make it.
TYLER
Fine, but HOW did he O.D. that kid?  
Point seven-zero is impossible.
DANIELS
The human body is eighty percent 
water.  You’re basically a big 
bottle.  I’m willing to bet the 
coroner’s B.A.C. test only went up 
to point seven.
CHARLIE
Jesus Christ.
DANIELS
Now you know what we’re up against.
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BRAD
Are we ready to begin?
CHARLIE
Begin what exactly?
BRAD
Your training.
Brad pours six shots.
BRAD (CONT’D)
Cheers.
Daniels, Felicia, Natalie and Brad take their shots.  Tyler 
drinks.  Charlie hesitates, but then takes his.  
BRAD
Great! Let’s begin.
INT. DILLON COLLEGE, RADIO STATION - DAY
A small, cluttered room covered in common music posters.  The 
naked baby on Nirvana’s “Nevermind” is there.  
The Drunk Dialer sits behind the mic.  
DRUNK DIALER
Hey, you’re rocking along with the 
Phreak here at Dillon College 
radio, W-D-I-L, “The Shrieking 
Panda!”  
He pulls a FLASK from beneath the desk and unscrews it.
DRUNK DIALER (CONT’D)
It’s five o’clock on this Friday 
afternoon, a not-so-happy hour 
after junior Ryan Madson was found 
dead from alcohol poisoning late 
last night.  We’ve been getting 
calls all day, let’s go to the 
phones.  
He takes a big swig from the flask and flips a switch on the 
control board.  He grabs a TELEPHONE receiver and speaks into 
that, NOT the microphone.
The VOICE of a CONCERNED MOTHER comes out of his mouth.
DRUNK DIALER (CONT’D)
I think what happened to this boy 
is horrible.  
38.
(MORE)
It’s a statement of the weakening 
morals of our society.  Whoever 
sold the alcohol to that boy should 
be thrown in jail!
He hangs up the phone, flips a switch and goes back to the 
mic.
DRUNK DIALER
Thank you, caller.  Next caller, 
you’re on W-D-I-L, The “Shrieking 
Panda.”
He takes another swig, flips a switch, and back to the phone.
DRUNK DIALER
(a man in his 50’s)
When I was in school, we drank and 
got drunk, but no one never died 
from it.  These kids are the same, 
but the bars and liquor stores keep 
pushing it even when the kids say 
‘no.’
Switch, back to the mic.
DRUNK DIALER
Interesting accusation.  I 
personally keep myself above the 
influence, but I’ll admit it’s hard 
when these places keep throwing it 
in your face.  Next caller!
He takes a swig.
EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - DAY
Double Vision hands out BEER Goggles to students.  
More and more people are wearing them.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - DAY
Charlie and Tyler sit at a table.  Daniels stands at a 
CORKBOARD.  On the board are PICTURES of DEAN WALKER, Sarah, 
DOUBLE VISION, DRUNK DIALER, AND SHITFACED. 
Daniels has a pointer and indicates each as he talks.
DANIELS
Let’s go through it again.  Dean 
Walker.  Can turn water into booze. 
39.
DRUNK DIALER (CONT’D)
(MORE)
Penis Flytrap.  Seductress.  She 
uses her pheromones to bend people 
to her will.  Charlie, I think 
you’ve had some experience with 
this.
Charlie glances at Natalie, embarrassed.
DANIELS (CONT’D)
This is Double Vision.  Muscle.  
Pretty self explanatory.  Shitfaced 
here has been taken care of by the 
Dean and finally, this is the 
Phreak of Dillon College radio.
TYLER
What’s his power?
DANIELS
I’m not one hundred percent sure, 
but I’d be willing to bet he’s a 
drunk dialer -- A master of the 
drunk telephone call.
Tyler and Charlie chuckle.
DANIELS (CONT’D)
None of them is to be taken 
lightly.  
INT. LOCKER ROOM - DAY
The DILLON FOOTBALL TEAM sits around the locker room.  Dean 
Walker stands before them holding a pair of BEER Goggles.
WALKER
Gentlemen, I know you’ve been 
reluctant to adopt these BEER 
Goggles because of your reputation 
on campus.  But, playing for my 
team has its benefits.
Sarah comes out dressed in a FOOTBALL JERSEY and (maybe) 
nothing underneath.  She saunters to a HUGE LINEMAN, CLIFF, 
and sits on his lap.  She holds up a pair of BEER Goggles.
SARAH
Won’t you try these on... for me?
PINKISH WISPS OF PHEROMONES pass from her mouth to his nose.
He eagerly puts the BEER Goggles on. 
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DANIELS (cont'd)
SARAH (CONT’D)
Who’s next?
Walker exits with a smile as the football players CHEER.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - LATER
Charlie and Tyler are sitting at a table drinking beer.  Many 
pitchers, full and empty, are scattered on the table.
Felicia and Brad look on from the side.
Charlie lets out a great burp.
CHARLIE
Are we training or drinking?
FELICIA
Training.
TYLER
Maybe you’re just trying to get me 
drunk so you can have your way with 
me.
FELICIA
(sighs)
Drink up.
TYLER
If you’re trying to gets us drunk, 
why are we drinking beer?  I’m 
getting full.
CHARLIE
Getting full?
He lets out another mighty burp.
FELICIA
You have to build up your tolerance 
slowly.  Tolerance equals power.
BRAD
This is a marathon, not a sprint.
TYLER
And that’s cliche, not wisdom.
Brad glares at Tyler.
Daniels enters.
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DANIELS
How are they coming?
BRAD
It’s like baby-sitting.  Were we 
this hard to train?
DANIELS
Worse.
TYLER
Aww, big guy needed to be coddled.  
How cute.
DANIELS
Everyone needs time to learn the 
depths and limits of their power.  
You are no different, Tyler.  First 
you control your drinking, then you 
control yourself. 
CHARLIE
So it gets easier?
Daniels chuckles.
DANIELS
We start with drinking because it’s 
easy.  Self control is the hard 
part.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - FLASHBACK
A few years earlier.  Brad chugs a pitcher of beer, drinking 
about as much as he spills on himself.  The definition of 
sloppy drunk.
A crowd cheers him on.
DANIELS (V.O.)
Brad, Felicia, and Natalie started 
out as you did.  They didn’t 
understand themselves and their 
powers manifested themselves... 
unattractively.  
Brad finishes the pitcher and chucks it into the crowd.
VOICE (O.S.)
What the fuck!?  Who threw that?
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BRAD
I did, motherfucker.  You got a 
problem come over here and I’ll fix 
it for you.
VOICE (O.S.)
All right.
The voice belongs to a HUGE S.O.B. who steps through the 
crowd to Brad. 
HUGE S.O.B.
Let’s do this.
Brad lunges at him and swings with an absolute lack of 
coordination.  The Huge S.O.B. quick jabs him and Brad 
crumbles to the ground.
ON THE BAR
DANIELS (V.O.)
They acted like any run-of-the-mill 
drunks.
Felicia is dancing on the bar to a bass-heavy song, along the 
lines of “Pour Some Sugar on Me”. 
FELICIA
O.M.G., this my song!
Gone is that aura of hotness that surrounds her in the 
present.  It has been replaced by a sheen of sweat and 
spilled beer.  She grinds without rhythm to the song.  
Guys look at her and laugh.  She thinks they’re hitting on 
her and gives them a drunken ‘sexy’ wink.  They laugh harder.
Felicia tries to do a Coyote Ugly style kick.  She loses her 
balance and falls off the bar.  She lands behind the bar with 
a crash.
DANIELS (V.O.)
It wasn’t pretty.
IN A BOOTH
Natalie is sitting alone.  
A HOPEFUL SINGLE GUY approaches.
HOPEFUL SINGLE GUY
Hi, can I buy you a drink?
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Natalie looks up as if she might say yes, but then she begins 
to CRY UNCONTROLLABLY.
The Hopeful Single Guy looks around confused, then bolts 
away.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - FLASHBACK - LATER
DANIELS (V.O.)
But they worked hard, did what was 
asked of them, and controlled their 
powers.  Now they’re some of the 
best students I’ve ever had.  
Five GUYS are fighting on the Dance Floor.  
Brad muscles in and SMASHES TWO GUYS’ HEADS TOGETHER.  He 
grabs another guy by the head and knees him in the face.
He turns and is hit in the face by another guy, but he 
doesn't even flinch.  He quick jabs that guy in the nose, 
knocking him out.  He turns to the final guy who shrieks and 
runs past 
A BOOTH
where five ENAMORED GUYS surround Natalie.  They are enamored 
with her.
NATALIE
That’s so sweet of you.
Her voice carries that sweet echo like a siren’s song.  Every 
word draws the guys closer.
ENAMORED GUY #1
Can I buy you a drink?
ENAMORED GUY #2
No, let me buy you one.
ENAMORED GUY #3
Oh, please let me.
Natalie laughs sweetly.
NATALIE
Relax, guys.  You can take turns.
The enamored guys laugh as if that were the funniest thing 
they’ve ever heard.
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ON THE BAR
All eyes, male and female, are on Felicia who is dancing on 
the bar again.  This time, her body vibrates with sexuality.  
Her hips sway perfectly to the beat.  She moves freely on top 
of the bar, unafraid of falling.  Her center of gravity never 
seems to move, her body moving fluidly around it.
Brad drags the bodies out of the bar unnoticed.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - DAY
Tyler is staring at Felicia.
DANIELS
Now they’re a team.  They know each 
other’s in’s and out’s better than 
anyone I know.  
Brad and Felicia smile at each other.
Tyler looks dejected.
DANIELS (CONT’D)
With training you all can achieve 
the same thing.
Charlie looks at Natalie.  
DANIELS (CONT’D)
Now get back to work and drink up!
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - LATER
Charlie and Tyler chug beers.  Brad times them with a stop 
watch.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - LATER
Brad demonstrates his power.  He takes a shot of whiskey then 
effortlessly punches through a cinder block.
FELICIA
It’s all about control.  At the 
proper level, Brad can break 
through just about anything.  But 
when given too much...
Brad sighs and chugs the rest of the bottle of whiskey.
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There is a rumbling.  He projectile vomits against the wall.  
Vomit literally sprays six feet with the force of a fire 
hose.
Felicia holds up a board.
FELICIA
Now punch through this board.
Brad wipes his mouth and punches the board.  He doesn’t even 
crack it.  He pulls his hand away in pain.
BRAD
God damn it, I hate doing this 
shit!
FELICIA
Control, ladies and gentlemen.  
Control.
EXT. FRAT HOUSE - NIGHT
The house is lit and MUSIC is LOUD.  It’s a party.
Sarah and Double Vision  stand in front of TWENTY GOGGLED 
GOONS, many of them football players. 
SARAH
This looks like a violation of the 
campus alcohol and substance abuse 
policy, does it not?
Double Vision takes a swig from a FLASK.
DOUBLE VISION
Sure does.
Sarah motions to Cliff.
SARAH
Cliff, sweetie, why don’t you and 
your boys go show the Sigmas how to 
enjoy the evening more responsibly.
CLIFF
Yes, ma... uh...
SARAH
You may address me as mistress, or 
Penis Flytrap.
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CLIFF
Yes, mistress Penis Flytrap.
(to the Goons)
Let’s go!
The Goons storm the house.
DOUBLE VISION
You should think about a different 
name.
SARAH
Excuse me?
DOUBLE VISION
Penis Flytrap.  That makes your 
first name ‘Penis.’  Makes it sound 
like you’re packing sausage in 
those skinny jeans.
She leans in close.  PINK-GOLD WISPS FLOAT FROM HER MOUTH.
SARAH
You’d love to know what’s in my 
pants.
Double Vision pulls back.
DOUBLE VISION
See what I mean?  It still sounds 
like you’re talking about cock!
Sarah KICKS DOUBLE VISION IN THE BALLS.  He crumbles to the 
ground.
SARAH
One more cock than you have.
SCREAMS and CRASHES are HEARD from the house.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - LATER
MONTAGE - CHARLIE AND TYLER TRAIN
--Charlie tries to knock pint glasses off a table with his 
voice like target practice.
--Tyler hits on Felicia and Brad cuts him off. 
--Charlie GRUNTS sends a SHOCKWAVE that misses the glasses 
and knocks Felicia over.
--Tyler vomits powerfully.
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--Tyler hits on Felicia, but his eyes CLOUD OVER and he 
BLACKS OUT.
--Charlie GRUNTS, but unleashes a STREAM OF VOMIT that knocks 
over the glasses on the table.  Brad shakes his head in 
disappointment.
END MONTAGE
Charlie and Tyler sit around the table looking worn out.
Tyler watches Felicia talk to Brad across the room.
TYLER
I can’t even talk to her, man.  
That fucker keeps cockblocking me. 
Natalie takes a seat.
NATALIE
Ever think that she’s out of your 
league?
CHARLIE
Maybe you should cry and sell her 
towel souffle.
TYLER
Sell her souffle?
CHARLIE
No, sir, away! A papaya war is on!
TYLER
What?
Natalie calls out.
NATALIE
Uh, hey, I think it’s happening!
Brad and Felicia rush over.  
Daniels enters.
DANIELS
What’s going on?
CHARLIE
Murder for a jar of red rum.
DANIELS
Oh my god!
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NATALIE
What?
CHARLIE
Do geese see God?  God saw I was 
dog.  Dennis sinned. 
DANIELS
He’s gone palindrome!
CHARLIE
A Toyota! Race fast... safe car: a 
Toyota!
Tyler spells the words in his head to see if it really is a 
palindrome.
DANIELS
OK, Charlie.  Now listen to me.  
You can speak just fine.  There’s 
nothing wrong with your words.
CHARLIE
Go hang a salami; I'm a lasagna 
hog!
DANIELS
Focus!  Remember when you pushed me 
off the roof?  Speak with feeling.
CHARLIE
OK.  Focus and... race car -- 
Focus... and speak... with feeling.
Charlie lets out a huge breath.  The group cheers.
TYLER
Wow, you did it.  Now what were you 
trying to say to me?
CHARLIE
I was... saying... you have to tell 
her how you feel.  Look her in the 
eyes and say:
Charlie looks Natalie in the eyes.
CHARLIE (CONT’D)
I like you.  You are like the tide 
softly kissing the beach.  
The more he speaks, his voice becomes barely VISIBLE.  It has 
the slightest of BLUISH AURA as it wafts to Natalie.  
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CHARLIE (CONT’D)
I know you may not feel the same 
way, but I have to say, I’d give up 
anything to brush the hair from 
your eyes and softly caress your 
hips.
Charlie’s words have an obvious effect on Natalie.  She leans 
towards him, her head in her hands.
WE SEE Charlie’s reflection in her eyes.
Felicia moves a few steps closer to Charlie before Brad stops 
her.
CHARLIE
And maybe, just maybe, you could... 
Mr. Owl ate my metal worm.
He’s lost it.  The blue hue fades and Natalie comes out of 
her semi-trance.  She is flushed.
NATALIE
I have to go.  
She leaves.
CHARLIE
Dammit, I’m mad!
Daniels pats Charlie on the back.
DANIELS
Well done, Charlie.  You’ve made a 
great first step.
EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - DAY
Natalie walks across the quad.
CHARLIE
Hey, Natalie, wait up!
He catches up to her.
CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Where are you headed?
NATALIE
Study session.  Some of us still 
need to pass exams to graduate.
Charlie looks at his feet.
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CHARLIE
So, uh, I was wondering what you 
were doing later?  Maybe you want 
to --
NATALIE
Isn’t Brad putting the stopwatch on 
you tonight?  
CHARLIE
Yeah, but if you --
A LOUD CRASH.
Charlie and Natalie turn and see a CAR WRECK.  AN OVERTURNED 
SEDAN and a TRUCK sit in the street.
Charlie and Natalie run to the Sedan.  
NATALIE
Hello?  Are you all right?  Can you 
hear me?
Charlie moves around the other side.  He sees the SEDAN 
DRIVER unconscious and bloody.
NATALIE
Can you get her out?
Charlie tries, but the door is jammed.
CHARLIE
No.  This door is crushed.
The Truck door opens and the TRUCK DRIVER stumbles out.
TRUCK DRIVER
Fucking bitch came out of nowhere!
Natalie looks him over.  She smells him.
NATALIE
Are you drunk?
TRUCK DRIVER
No!
The Sedan Driver’s eyes open. 
CHARLIE
Hey.  Are you OK?
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SEDAN DRIVER
(wheezing)
Can’t.  Breathe.
CHARLIE
Just hold tight, we’ll get you out.
Charlie jumps up and goes to Natalie.
CHARLIE (CONT’D)
We need to get her out of there, 
she can’t breathe.
The Truck Driver puts his head in his hands.
TRUCK DRIVER
Oh shit.  I’m so fucked.  I’m so 
fucked.
NATALIE
This guy’s wasted.
Natalie goes to the truck.  She spots a flask wedged between 
the seat and the console.  She grabs it.
She goes back to Charlie and the Truck Driver.
TRUCK DRIVER
That’s not mine!
Natalie opens the flask takes a pull.
TRUCK DRIVER
Hey!
SPECTATORS amass.
Natalie holds out the flask to Charlie.
NATALIE
Drink it.  You’re going to flip the 
car.
CHARLIE AND TRUCK DRIVER
What?
NATALIE
(to Truck Driver)
Shut up!
(to Charlie)
You’re going to use your voice and 
flip the car.
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CHARLIE
How?  Shouldn't we just call Brad?
Natalie shoves the flask in his hand.
Her voice has a FIERCE ECHO to it.
NATALIE
There’s no time!  Just do what you 
did when you knocked Daniels off 
the roof.
Charlie drinks.
TRUCK DRIVER
What the fuck?
Natalie turns to the truck driver.
NATALIE
Go stand by your truck and don’t 
move.
The truck driver’s expression goes BLANK.  He walks to the 
truck.
TRUCK DRIVER
OK.
Natalie and Charlie go to the passenger side of the car.
NATALIE
Now, we’ll push from this side.  On 
the count of three, you push with 
your voice as hard as you can.
Charlie nods.
NATALIE (CONT’D)
One.  Two.  Three.  Now!
Charlie inhales then lets out a POWERFUL CRY.  The air 
ripples as the SHOCKWAVE moves from his mouth to the car.
The car groans and rolls over with a crash.
Natalie gives an EAR-PIERCING SCREAM and the sedan’s windows 
and windshield SHATTER.
Charlie unlocks the passenger side door and tries to unbuckle 
the Sedan Driver.  It’s jammed.
Charlie lets out a SMALL GRUNT and a MINI-SHOCKWAVE POPS THE 
BUCKLE OPEN.
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The sedan driver inhales.
Charlie drags the driver from the car.  He and Natalie carry 
her to the curb.
The Spectators CHEER.
An ambulance comes and PARAMEDICS rush to the Sedan Driver.
NATALIE
Let’s go.
She and Charlie walk away.
TRUCK DRIVER
What did you do to me, you crazy 
bitch?  I’m gonna --
Without breaking stride, Charlie GRUNTS and knocks the Truck 
Driver into the Truck’s side mirror, knocking him out cold.
CHARLIE
So, uh, you doing anything tonight?
Natalie smiles.
INT. CHARLIE AND TYLER’S DORM ROOM - NIGHT
Tyler is laying on his bed.  Charlie enters.  He’s in a good 
mood.
TYLER
Your dad called.  Left a message.
Charlie presses ‘PLAY’ on THE ANSWERING MACHINE.
MR. VINCENT (O.S.)
Charlie, it’s your father.  Just 
calling to see if you’ve heard 
anything from Harvard yet. 
Charlie sours.
MR. VINCENT (O.S.)
Your mother and I called the school 
and they told us the letters had 
been sent already.  We’re going to 
call the post office to see what 
the hold up is. 
Tyler watches Charlie.
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MR. VINCENT (O.S.)
Let me know as soon as you get it.  
I want to see if we can sign you up 
for a class or two over the summer 
to get you a head start.  Anyway, 
I’m sure you’re preparing your 
Valedictorian speech right now.  If 
you need any help I’ve made some 
notes for you to go over.  I think 
you should start by thanking the --
Charlie presses ‘STOP’.  He stares at the machine.
TYLER
It goes on for another fifteen 
minutes if you want the highlights.  
CHARLIE
I’ll be OK.  Thanks for your 
concern.
Tyler sits up.
TYLER
I saw the letter.  Why don’t you 
just tell them that you got in?  At 
least get them off your back.
CHARLIE
You heard him.  You think telling 
him I got in will stop him from 
hounding me?
TYLER
Then why are you even applying to 
law school?  You don’t want to be a 
lawyer, big deal.  Why go to a 
school for something that you hate?  
I don’t like to fuck elks.  That’s 
why I didn’t major in elk fucking.
CHARLIE
It’s not that simple.
TYLER
It’s because you’re daddy’s little 
girl, isn’t it?  You bought into 
your old man’s B.S. a long time ago 
and now you trying to be just like 
him, even though you hate it.  
CHARLIE
At least he’s looking out for me.  
Trying to help me.  
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(MORE)
For four years I’ve had to put up 
with your sabotage.  Coming in here 
while I’m studying, screaming about 
some chick’s tits or some party.  
Do you know how much work it took 
to get straight A’s with you 
messing with me every night?
TYLER
I was trying to get you to loosen 
up.
CHARLIE
So I could be like you?  You’re 
just like my father!  I let you 
talk me into this drunken superhero 
bender to get you off my back, but 
you still want more.  You just keep 
pushing and pushing.  Well, fuck 
it.  Fuck training.  I’m going out 
tonight.  Tell Brad he can shove 
his stopwatch up his ass.
Charlie leaves and slams the door.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - NIGHT
Brad SCREAMS and CRUSHES A TABLE.
Tyler looks around confused.
TYLER
What the fuck?
BRAD
What the fuck?  You were passed out 
for a half hour.  I have no idea 
how to train you because of your 
useless fucking power.
The PHONE RINGS.
FELICIA 
Brad, cut it out.  Something’s 
going on at the freshman dorm, we 
need to go.
Brad grabs a bottle of booze.
Tyler gets up.
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CHARLIE (cont'd)
BRAD
No, you stay here.  I don’t have 
time to baby-sit now.
FELICIA
Just... hold down the fort, OK?
Brad and Felicia exit.
EXT. STREET - CONTINUOUS
Charlie and Natalie are walking.
NATALIE
So, what are you going to do when 
you graduate?
CHARLIE
Looks like Harvard law.
NATALIE
Whoa, try and hold back the 
enthusiasm.  You don’t want to go?
CHARLIE
No.  I guess not.
NATALIE
What do you want to do then?
CHARLIE
Well... You know...
NATALIE
You have no idea, do you?
Charlie stops.
CHARLIE
I have no idea!  God, that feels 
good to say out loud.  I get that 
question almost every day and I 
give that same bullshit response. 
Charlie and Natalie sit at a bench.
CHARLIE (CONT’D)
When you’re a kid they say you can 
be whatever you want when you grow 
up, the possibilities are endless. 
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(MORE)
But, if you don’t want to be a 
doctor, if you don’t want to be a 
lawyer or a senator, or a CEO, or 
an accountant, then you’re a 
failure.
NATALIE
Well, what do you want to do?
CHARLIE
I don’t know.  I don’t even know 
who I am.  I mean, I just found out 
I have a fucking superpower!  What 
does that make me?
NATALIE
It makes you special.  You have a 
gift.
CHARLIE
I have a “superpower” that 
activates when I’m wasted.  Half 
the time I’m speaking gibberish, 
the other half I’m knocking old 
guys off roofs.  
NATALIE
You flipped the car over.  You 
saved that woman’s life today.  
CHARLIE
You flipped that car over.  
NATALIE
What?
CHARLIE
You made me flip that car.  Don’t 
get me wrong, I’m glad you did, but 
it was you that saved that woman 
today, not me.    
NATALIE
Charlie, I --
CHARLIE
It’s OK.  Maybe I need someone to 
push me in the right direction.  My 
father wants me to be a lawyer, 
I’ll be a lawyer.  You want to use 
my power to help people, I’ll help 
people.  I’ll do whatever you want 
me to.
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CHARLIE (CONT’D)
NATALIE
You don’t just put your life in 
anybody’s hands.
CHARLIE
You’re not just anybody.
Charlie kisses Natalie.
Natalie is surprised, but then kisses back.
Her GOLDEN AURA surrounds their embrace.
Natalie breaks away and the aura vanishes.
NATALIE
No.  We can’t do this.
CHARLIE
It’s OK, Natalie.  I --
NATALIE
Before I learned my power no guy 
would talk to me.  I’d go out and 
sit in the corner.  Once, at a 
party, I came back from the 
bathroom and my roommate had left 
without me.  When I got home she 
went on and on about how great the 
party was and how I should have 
been there.
She turns back to Charlie.
NATALIE (CONT’D)
So, when Mr. Daniels taught me to 
use my power, I used it.  I had 
guys literally lining up to get me 
drinks, hold my purse, anything I 
wanted.  It felt like everyone 
loved me.  But, once I got over 
myself I looked into their eyes and 
you know what I saw?  Nothing.  
They were empty shells of people.  
They wanted to please me, but they 
didn't know why.  I won’t do that 
to you, Charlie.  You mean too much 
to me. 
Charlie holds her hand.
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CHARLIE
Then lets go cold turkey.  I’ll 
quit drinking right now.   No 
powers.  Just me and you.  
NATALIE
Without our powers that woman would 
have died today.  If we didn’t save 
her who would?  That responsibility 
is more important than you and me.
CHARLIE
But, Natalie, I --
NATALIE
I’m sorry, I have to go.
Charlie watches her leave.
Sarah watches Charlie from across the street.
INT. FRESHMAN DORM - HALLWAY - NIGHT
Brad and Felicia fight several Goggled goons.
Brad KICKS OPEN a door and enters...
INT. FRESHMAN DORM - DORM ROOM - CONTINUOUS
A FRESHMAN is huddled in the corner.  He holds out a WINE 
COOLER in a shaky hand.
FRESHMAN
Take it.  Please don’t hurt me.
BRAD
What’s going on here?
FELICIA
It’s OK, we’re not going to hurt 
you.
FRESHMAN
Randy just got a fake and bought 
these.  We were about to drink them 
when these Goggled freaks came in 
and tore the place up looking for 
booze.  Every room!  All we had was 
a six pack!  Please just take it.  
I’ll never drink again!
He gives Brad the wine cooler.  Brad looks at it in disgust.
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FELICIA
Don’t be such a pussy.
Felicia takes the wine cooler and chugs it.
FELICIA (CONT’D)
Let’s clean this up.
They head to the hallway and continue fighting.
EXT. STREET - NIGHT
Charlie is walking.
Sarah walks silently behind him.  She moves closer until she 
walks beside him.
SARAH
Hey there, Mr. V.
Charlie doesn't look at her and keeps walking.
SARAH (CONT’D)
Where ya headed?
CHARLIE
I know who you are so don’t try any 
shit on me again.
SARAH
Hey, I’m just looking for someone 
to share a drink with.
She holds up a bottle of booze.
Charlie looks at the bottle, but doesn’t take it.
SARAH
Your loss.
She takes a pull.
SARAH 
Where’s that cute girl I always see 
you with?
CHARLIE
Probably finding a way to stop your 
boss from shutting us down.
SARAH
Hey, don’t lump me in with him.  
He’s not on my good side either.
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CHARLIE
Yeah?
SARAH
He keeps going on and on about out 
responsibility to protect the 
innocent people from drinkers like 
you.  How it’s my job to stop 
people from drinking.  I mean, 
can’t a girl just have a drink and 
use her superpower how she wants 
to?
Charlie watches as she takes another pull.  She offers him 
the bottle again.  He accepts.
SARAH
Call me crazy, but humans have been 
drinking for like seven thousand 
years and haven’t destroyed the 
world yet.  I think alcohol is the 
least of our concerns.
CHARLIE
Amen to that.
They each take a pull.
INT. FRESHMAN DORM - HALLWAY - NIGHT
Brad knocks out the last Goggled Goon.  He looks over the 
decimated hallway.
BRAD
What the hell got into them?
EXT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - CONTINUOUS
A large group of GOGGLED PROTESTERS mill outside the bar 
holding signs.
Charlie and Sarah approach.
SARAH
Look at these asshats.  Think it’s 
their responsibility to clean up 
the streets.  All they’re doing is 
ruining other people’s nights.
CHARLIE
Fuck this.
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Charlie walks to the crowd, bottle in hand.
Sarah watches him with a smile.
The protesters see Charlie approach.
PROTESTER # 1
Put the bottle down, son.
PROTESTER # 2
That stuff is killing you!
Charlie holds up the bottle.
CHARLIE
This stuff?
He takes a huge pull.
The protesters lurch.
CHARLIE
Who the fuck are you people?  Don’t 
you have anything better to do than 
try and ruin my night?  Is your 
life that empty?
PROTESTER # 1
We’re trying to save you!
CHARLIE
Save me?  I don’t need saving.
Protester 1 puts his hand on Charlie’s shoulder. Charlie 
grabs and twists his arm and pushes him away.
CHARLIE
Keep your hands off me before I 
take you all out.
The protesters inch closer.  Charlie swings the bottle 
wildly.
Tyler comes out the bar and pushes his way through the crowd. 
TYLER
Hey, hey!  Back off.
The crowd opens up and Tyler moves next to Charlie.
TYLER (CONT’D)
Dude, let’s just take it easy and 
go inside.
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CHARLIE
I don’t have the liberty of taking 
it easy.  I don’t get to blackout 
and forget all my problems when it 
gets tough.
TYLER
What?
CHARLIE
I actually have a power.  I have 
responsibility.  I don’t get to 
freeload my way through school on 
my roommates coattails.  I have to 
work for it.
Tyler gets in Charlie’s face.
TYLER
I really think we should go inside 
now.
Charlie laughs.
CHARLIE
I’m tired of you PUSHING ME!
When Charlie yells, he pushes Tyler to the ground with a 
small SHOCKWAVE.
Tyler tries to get up, but Charlie keeps pushing him down 
with his voice.
CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Come on.  Tell me what you’re gonna 
do?  You gonna CURL UP IN A BALL? 
Why are you even here?
Tyler looks at Charlie with fire in his eyes.
CHARLIE (CONT’D)
I used to think you were so cool.  
You could chat up any girl in the 
bar.  No fear.  Nothing to say now, 
HUH?  Get the fuck out of here.
Protester 2 grabs Charlie by the arm.
Charlie turns and throws the protester across the crowd with 
a MIGHTY CRY.
Tyler gets up and limps away.
Some protesters run away.  
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Other protesters fight Charlie.  Charlie punches a protester 
in the face.  Charlie GRUNTS, sending a SHOCKWAVE into 
another protester’s stomach.  Charlie BREAKS the bottle of 
booze over a protester’s head.
The rest flee.
ACROSS THE STREET
The Drunk Dialer FILMS Charlie with a CELL PHONE CAMERA.
Charlie yells after the protesters, still holding the neck of 
the broken bottle in his hand.
CHARLIE
Anybody else?
EXT. STREET - NIGHT
Tyler is walking.  Drinking from a bottle in a paper bag.  He 
takes a swig then stops.
Sarah appears next to him.
SARAH
Tyler. 
He turns to her.  His eyes are completely black.
SARAH (CONT’D)
Why don’t you put these on?
She gives him a pair of BEER Goggles and he puts them on.  
She takes his hand and they walk down the street.
CUT TO:
NEWS PROGRAM - VARIOUS
A FEMALE ANCHOR sits at the news desk of a news show.
FEMALE ANCHOR
Good evening, this is channel five 
news. I’m Karen Jacobs.
The graphic appears as a broken bottle of alcohol.
FEMALE ANCHOR 
A group of peaceful protesters were 
assaulted outside a local bar last 
night.  
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VIDEO OF CHARLIE’S FIGHT
Charlie fights with the protesters.  From the angle of the 
video, Charlie’s superpowers are not evident.  He is only 
seen fighting like a drunken maniac.
FEMALE ANCHOR (V.O.)
Investigators say the incident 
occurred around ten-thirty 
yesterday evening.  This amateur 
video shows the assailant clearly 
holding a bottle of alcohol.  
Witnesses say he was inebriated.
INT. CHARLIE’S ROOM - DAY
The TV plays the recording of Charlie’s fight. 
Charlie sits on his bed.  He watches the TV through heavy 
eyes.  
CHARLIE
Look, Ma, I’m on TV.
He lifts a bottle and drinks.
INT./EXT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - DAY
A POUNDING on the door.  Daniels opens up.
Several POLICE OFFICERS stand on the other side.
DANIELS
Can I help you?
The first officer reads from a piece of paper.
POLICE OFFICER
Sir, this document authorizes me to 
effect the closure of this 
establishment, i.e. “The Speakeasy 
Bar” and the removal, uh,  of any 
person and or persons currently in 
its, uh... its
He hands Daniels the paper.
POLICE OFFICER (CONT’D)
We’re closing you down.  Please 
sign at the dotted line.
Daniels looks over the document.
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INT. CHARLIE’S ROOM - DAY
The door SLAMS OPEN and Natalie barges in.
NATALIE
Jesus, Charlie!  What have you 
done?
CHARLIE
Hey, Natalie.  Want a drink?
NATALIE
Look at you!  You’re a mess.
CHARLIE
Apparently, I’m famous.
NATALIE
They’re closing the bar, you drunk 
asshole.  
Charlie straightens up.
NATALIE
Because of you the Mayor is 
shutting down every bar and liquor 
store in the city.  They’re 
boarding up the bar right now!
CHARLIE
I --
NATALIE
And Tyler’s missing after what you 
did to him.  
CHARLIE
He’s fine.  Probably blacked out 
somewhere.  Listen, it’s probably 
for the best.
NATALIE
The best?
CHARLIE
Without powers we can be together.  
NATALIE
Why would I want to be with you 
now?  
CHARLIE
Because you love me, I know you do.  
I can feel it.
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Natalie softens.
NATALIE
I -- Maybe I did Charlie, but I 
don’t know.
CHARLIE
Of course you do, Natalie.  I feel 
the same way about you.  I never 
thought I’d meet a girl so sweet.  
So strong.
As he speaks, his BLUISH AURA GROWS.
CHARLIE (CONT’D)
You see through all the bullshit.  
I can be myself around you.  I just 
want someone to understand me.  To 
love me.
The blue aura surrounds them.
CHARLIE (CONT’D)
Do you love me?
Natalie looks around and realizes Charlie’s using his power 
on her.
NATALIE
Charlie, please, I...
CHARLIE
Tell me you love me.
NATALIE
Please don’t, Charlie.
CHARLIE
Tell me you love me.
NATALIE
I... I love you.
They kiss.  It grows into a powerful lip lock.
Natalie speaks between kisses.
NATALIE
I love you.  I love you.  I love 
you.
CHARLIE
I want you so much, Natalie.  Do 
you want me?
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Natalie takes off her shirt.
NATALIE
I want you, Charlie.  I want you.
Charlie looks into Natalie’s eyes.
They’re empty.  Emotionless.
He steps back.
NATALIE
I’ll do anything, Charlie.  Tell me 
what you want. 
Charlie gasps and turns away.
CHARLIE
Oh, God.
The BLUE AURA VANISHES.  His spell is broken.
Charlie turns and looks Natalie in the eyes.
She’s crying.
CHARLIE
Natalie, I... I’m so sorry.  I 
didn’t mean --
NATALIE
Stay away from me!
Natalie runs out the room.
Charlie crumbles on his bed.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - NIGHT
The shelves behind the bar are empty.
Daniels, Felicia, and Brad watch as CITY OFFICIALS take the 
last BOXES FILLED WITH ALCOHOL.
CITY OFFICIAL
Is that the last of it?
Daniels nods.
CITY OFFICIAL
I’ll leave you to get your personal 
things in order.  
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(MORE)
I’ll be back at eight A.M. tomorrow 
morning for the keys.
The city official leaves.
BRAD
Jesus, they move fast.
DANIELS
Just doing their jobs.
BRAD
How can you just sit there?
DANIELS
When you’re my age, son, you always 
plan ahead.
Daniels pushes a button under the bar and the shelves behind 
the bar turn and reveal a full stock of booze.
FELICIA
Hot damn!  Why didn’t you tell us 
that was there.
DANIELS
Always save --
Tyler stumbles in.  He’s wearing BEER Goggles.
BRAD
What the hell!  Why are you wearing 
those?
Brad grabs Tyler by the chest and shakes him.
FELICIA
Brad, stop it.
Brad lets him go.  Tyler doesn't move.
DANIELS
Wait a second.
Daniels removes the BEER Goggles.  Tyler’s eyes are blacked 
out.
DANIELS
Tyler.  Tyler, wake up?
Tyler’s eyes clear and he looks around, confused.
TYLER
What the fuck?  What’s going on?
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CITY OFFICIAL (cont'd)
BRAD
We should be asking you that.
(points to the goggles)
Where did you get these?  
TYLER
How the fuck should I know?  Last 
thing I remember Charlie going nuts 
on me.  Where is that son-of-a-
bitch?
BRAD
But, someone gave them to you, 
right?  Where did you go after you 
left?
Tyler points to Daniels.
TYLER
Why don’t you ask this guy?  Maybe 
he can tell you about the mystical 
“power” that I have.  I don’t break 
people’s skulls, I don’t throw 
people with my voice, I don’t have 
ear-piercing screams.  
He steps up to Brad.
TYLER (CONT’D)
All I do is drink then wake up with 
some roided-out ass-clown asking me 
questions that you damn well know I 
don’t have the answers to!
Brad and Tyler glare into each other’s eyes.
DANIELS
That’s enough, you two.
Daniels steps between them.  He grabs Tyler by the shoulder.
DANIELS (CONT’D)
Come here.
Daniels leads Tyler to the bar.  Daniels goes behind the bar 
and pours a shot.
DANIELS (CONT’D)
Drink.
TYLER
This is all some sort of joke, 
isn’t it?  
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DANIELS
You don’t have to blackout.  You 
have to concentrate.  Take the shot 
and concentrate.
Tyler sighs and takes the shot.
TYLER
OK.  I’m concentrating.  Deep in 
concentration.
Tyler’s eyes begin to cloud to black.
TYLER
(afraid)
I -- I can feel it happening.  I’m 
gonna go under.
DANIELS
Focus.  Stay conscious.  Think 
about the last thing you remember 
about the fight.
TYLER
I, I got it.
DANIELS
Now focus on the next second.  And 
the second after that.  
Tyler begins to remember:
INT. LIQUOR STORE - NIGHT - FLASHBACK
Tyler’s POV.
Tyler pays for a bottle of booze at the counter.
TYLER (V.O.)
I can see it.  I bought a bottle of 
booze at the liquor store.
Tyler leaves.
EXT. STREET - CONTINUOUS - FLASHBACK
Tyler walks down the street, drinking.
TYLER (V.O.)
Then I drank it while I walked.
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DANIELS (V.O.)
Where did you go?
TYLER (V.O.)
I don’t know, I just kept walking.  
Then I... it gets fuzzy.
Tyler’s vision flickers and fades.
DANIELS (V.O.)
Focus!  Fight through it.
Tyler’s vision changes as his eyes are clouding to black.  We 
see this POV as black-and-white.
TYLER
Wait, there it is, I can see it 
now, but I don’t remember it 
happening.
DANIELS (V.O.)
Focus, Tyler.  What happened next?
TYLER (V.O.)
It looks like nothing.  Wait... I 
think I hear something.
SARAH (O.S.)
Tyler. 
He turns and sees her. 
TYLER (V.O.)
That bitch!
DANIELS (V.O.)
Who?
SARAH 
Why don’t you put these on?
He puts the goggles on.
TYLER (V.O.)
Penis Flytrap.  She got me to put 
on the goggles.
They walk down the street.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS
Back in the present.
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Tyler’s eyes are all black.  He is still remembering.
DANIELS
Brad, get Charlie on the phone and 
tell him to get over here now. He 
might be in danger.
Brad pulls out his phone and calls Charlie.
INT. CHARLIE’S ROOM - NIGHT
Charlie lies on his bed, staring at the ceiling.
Charlie’s phone RINGS.
CHARLIE
Hello?
NATALIE’S VOICE
Charlie?
CHARLIE
Natalie!  Is that you?  Oh my God, 
Natalie, I’m so sorry, I --
NATALIE’S VOICE
Shhhh, it’s OK.  Can we meet 
somewhere and talk?
CHARLIE
Of course.  Where?
NATALIE’S VOICE
Can you meet me on Bryer Quad in 
ten minutes?
CHARLIE
I’ll be right there.  Natalie, I’m 
so sorry.
INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - BASEMENT - CONTINUOUS
The Drunk Dialer holds the phone to his ear.
He speaks and NATALIE’S VOICE comes out.
DRUNK DIALER
I know, Charlie.  I’ll see you 
soon.
Drunk Dialer smiles.
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INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - NIGHT
Brad puts down the phone.
BRAD
He’s not answering.
DANIELS
Keep trying.
(to Tyler)
Where are you now, Tyler?
TYLER (V.O.)
I think I’m in a basement.  
INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - BASEMENT - FLASHBACK
Tyler’s blackout vision.
A table is in the center of the room and boxes of goggles 
line the wall.
Sarah stops and leaves Tyler in the corner.
SARAH 
Stay put.
TYLER (V.O.)
She’s leaving.  She’s just leaving 
me down here.  
Sarah leaves and turns out the light.  It’s almost pitch 
black in the room.
TYLER (V.O.)
And she turned out the light.  What 
a bitch!  I can’t see shit.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - DAY
Back in the present.  
DANIELS
Are you just standing there?
TYLER
Yeah.  Nothing’s going on.  Just me 
standing in the middle of a pitch 
black room.  This is going to take 
forever.
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DANIELS
Can you maybe jump to a different 
point in your memory?
TYLER
I thought we were going “second by 
second” here.
DANIELS
We are, just make those seconds go 
a bit faster.
Tyler strains in focus.
INT. HOUSE - BASEMENT - FLASHBACK
Tyler is still in the pitch black room.  
DANIELS (V.O.)
Anything?
TYLER (V.O.)
I’m trying.
Tyler’s flashback moves in a fast-forward mode.  We see the 
lines on the screen like a VHS tape in fast-forward and the 
squeaking sounds to go with them.
TYLER (V.O.)
It’s working!  Away we go!
A few more seconds of fast-forwarding through darkness.
TYLER (V.O.)
How long did she keep me down here?
Still in fast-forward, the lights come on and Sarah enters 
with Double Vision and The Drunk Dialer.
EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - NIGHT
Charlie runs to the quad.  Panting, he stops and looks 
around.
CHARLIE
Natalie?  Natalie, you here?
SARAH (O.S.)
Hello, Charlie.
Charlie turns and sees Sarah and Double Vision.
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He opens his mouth to speak, but Double Vision punches him in 
the face, knocking him out.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - DAY - CONTINUOUS
Daniels is still listening to Tyler’s memory.
DANIELS
What are they do --
TYLER
Shhhh, they’re talking.
INT. HOUSE - BASEMENT - FLASHBACK
Tyler’s black and white POV.
Drunk Dialer, Sarah, and Double Vision enter.  Drunk Dialer 
points to Tyler.
DRUNK DIALER
Is he some sort of consolation 
prize?
SARAH
Maybe he gives us some information.  
If not, at least he’s bait.
DOUBLE VISION
Bait?  Who want’s him?  He doesn’t 
even have a power.
Sarah gets up and walks to Tyler.
SARAH
Dean Walker thinks Tyler could do 
something for us.  Something very 
important.
She leans to Tyler’s ear.
INT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - DAY - CONTINUOUS
Back in the present.
TYLER
She says I can do something for 
them.
DANIELS
What is it?  What can you do?
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TYLER
She wanted me to... distract you?
Tyler’s eye’s clear up, his flashback is over.
TYLER (CONT’D)
Distract you from what?
THE DOOR BURSTS OPEN and Double Vision and five Goggled Goons 
enter carrying Molotov cocktails.
DOUBLE VISION
Greetings from Dean Walker.
Three goons THROW THE MOLOTOV COCKTAILS and they EXPLODE IN 
FLAME.  
Brad heads for Double Vision.
BRAD
Daniels, pick me up!
Daniels runs to the bar and is about to reach over and grab a 
bottle when.
Double Vision HURLS A MOLOTOV COCKTAIL at the bar, igniting 
all the alcohol in a MASSIVE EXPLOSION.  Daniels is THROWN 
BACK.
FELICIA
Daniels!
Brad lunges at Double Vision.
BRAD
You son of a bitch!
He swings, but Double Vision punches him square in the jaw, 
knocking him back.
DOUBLE VISION
Not so tough now, are you?
Double Vision whistles and the remaining Goons throw their 
bottles spreading the fire around the room.  
Double Vision and the goons exit.
We HEAR them BARRICADING THE DOOR.
Felicia lunges at the door, but it won’t budge.
FELICIA
They’re locking us in!
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She runs through the flames back to Brad.  She shakes him.
FELICIA (CONT’D)
Brad!  Brad, wake up!
The flames intensify.
Brad groggily gets up.
BRAD
Where’s Daniels?
A hand waves through the flames.
DANIELS
I’m OK.  I’m --
A LARGE BEAM FALLS on Daniels’ leg, BREAKING IT.  Daniels is 
trapped under the heavy beam.
BRAD
Daniels!
Brad tries to make it through the flames, but they are too 
thick.
Brad looks for a way out and spots A BOARDED WINDOW.  
BRAD (CONT’D)
Tyler, give me a hand.
Brad and Tyler grab a BURNING TABLE and FLING it at the 
window.  
The table shatters leaving the window undamaged.
BRAD
Shit!
TYLER
It’s getting kinda hot in here!
AN EAR-SPLITTING SCREAM is HEARD outside.
The window SHAKES, then SHATTERS from the noise, BLOWING OUT 
THE BOARD.
Natalie steps into the room avoiding the flames.
NATALIE
Come on!
FELICIA
We have to get Daniels.
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ANOTHER BEAM FALLS between the group and Daniels, making him 
impossible to reach.
DANIELS
This place is about to collapse, 
get out of here!
Felicia and Tyler head for the broken window and run outside. 
Brad moves to Natalie.
BRAD
He’s not drunk enough to heal.
Natalie has a moment of realization and grabs for the flask.
NATALIE
Daniels, heads up!
She flings the flask through the fire.  
It lands and slides a few feet away from Daniels.
DANIELS
I got it!  Get out of here, now!
Natalie and Brad run out.
Daniels strains as he reaches for the flask.  He barely 
touches it with his finger as the bar falls around him.  
Every stretch adds to the extreme pain on his leg.  
With one final lunge, he grabs the flask, pops the top and 
begins chugging for his life.  Before he’s finished another 
heavy beam falls and knocks him unconscious.
The flask falls to the ground and the remaining alcohol leaks 
into the fire.
EXT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - CONTINUOUS
Brad, Felicia, Natalie, and Tyler are panting outside the 
bar.
SIRENS are HEARD as THREE FIRE TRUCKS pull up.
TYLER
You think he’ll be alri -- 
An EXPLOSION rips through the bar and it COLLAPSES in a 
flaming heap.
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FELICIA
No!
Felicia runs to the bar, but is held back by a FIREMAN.  She 
struggles against him as the other FIREMEN douse the wreckage 
of the bar with water.
INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - BASEMENT - NIGHT
Charlie is passed out in a chair in the corner.  He rouses 
and sees Dean Walker.
WALKER
Ahh, you’re up.
CHARLIE
What’s going on?
WALKER
I’m sorry about all of the 
theatrics.  It wasn’t my intention 
to get so rough with you, but I had 
to make sure we could talk.  
CHARLIE
Talk about what?
WALKER
I need your help, Charlie.
CHARLIE
You want my help so you kidnap me?
WALKER
You’re free to go at any time.
Charlie gets up.
CHARLIE
All right.  See ya.
WALKER
You’ve lost your best friend, the 
girl you love and shut down your 
friends’ bar.  What are you going 
back to?
Charlie stops.
WALKER (CONT’D)
I can solve your problem.
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CHARLIE
And what’s my problem?
WALKER
Alcohol.  Before Daniels showed you 
your power, your life was simple.  
You could have graduated, gone to 
law school, and led a happy quiet 
life.  But alcohol led you down 
this path you’re on now.  It’s what 
I’ve been trying to save people 
from.
CHARLIE
You expect me to believe you want 
to rid alcohol completely?  You 
make it for Christ sakes.
WALKER
Think about all the lives ruined by 
alcohol.  Families torn apart.  
People killed in drunk driving 
accidents.  We’d make the world a 
safer place.
CHARLIE
What about powers?  What happens to 
people like us?
WALKER
More and more people with abilities 
are born every day.  We can’t have 
them running around unchecked.  I 
can only give it to the responsible 
ones.  I’m trying to make the world 
safer. 
CHARLIE
By controlling them.
WALKER
Wouldn’t it be easier?  You’d never 
have to doubt yourself.  You’d 
never have to fear for the 
unexpected.
CHARLIE
And all I have to do is...
Walker holds out a pair of BEER Goggles.
WALKER
Join us.
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Charlie stares at his reflection in the BEER Goggles.
He puts them on.
EXT. THE SPEAKEASY BAR - MORNING
The bar is only a pile of smoky rubble.  Firemen hose down 
the dwindling flames.
Felicia and Natalie sit on the curb, staring at the ground.  
Brad in front of them, scanning the wreckage.
Tyler runs to Brad.  He is out of breath.
BRAD
Did you get it?
Tyler hands Brad a brown paper bag.
Brad grabs it and tears the paper away like a kid on 
Christmas day.  Inside the bag is a BOTTLE of fruity malt 
alcohol, like Smirnoff Ice or Boon’s Farm.
BRAD
What the fuck is this?
Tyler looks up, catching his breath.
TYLER
That’s all I could get.  I went to, 
like, three stores.  I had to beg 
the guy just to get that.
Brad looks at the bottle.
BRAD
Well, shit.
Brad twists off the top and takes a swig.  
BRAD
God damn it, this is more sugar 
than --
Movement from the rubble catches Brad’s eye.
A BATTERED ARM RISES from the rubble.  It’s Daniels.
Brad takes off in a sprint and climbs over the smoldering 
mess to get to Daniels.  
Felicia, Natalie, and Tyler follow right behind.
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He begins throwing off burnt wreckage from the body until he 
reveals Daniels upper body.  Daniels is covered in soot and 
blood.  
Cuts and burns cover his face and torso, but he is alive.
A fireman notices the commotion.
FIREMAN
Hey!  We got a live one!
Brad lifts Daniels and puts the bottle to his lips.
BRAD
Drink it.
Daniels takes a small sip. He coughs, but keeps it down.
More firemen rush over.
FIREMAN
Hey!  Stop that and move away.
Brad tries to give Daniels more alcohol, but the Fireman 
pushes him out of the way.
The Fireman grabs the bottle and smashes it on the ground.
FIREMAN (CONT’D)
Are you crazy, kid?  Are you trying 
to kill this man?
(to FIREMEN)
We need a stretcher over here!
The other firemen begin to remove the wreckage around 
Daniels.
FIREMAN (CONT’D)
What were you all doing here 
anyway?  You’re going to have some 
explaining to do.
The Fireman looks back and motions to two POLICE OFFICERS to 
come over.
As they approach, Brad looks to Daniels.
Daniels looks at Brad.
DANIELS
(barely audible)
Go.  
Brad looks to the team then to the approaching officers. 
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POLICE OFFICERS
Stop!
The team sprints away from the officers.
EXT. ALLEY - DAY
The team runs into the alley.  
BRAD
What time is it?
NATALIE
Ten-thirty.
BRAD
We have to get to graduation.  We 
only have a half hour.
FELICIA
We need to get something to drink.
BRAD
We’ll never find enough for all of 
us in time.
TYLER
I know where to go.
Tyler takes off.  The rest follow after a second.
EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - GRADUATION
The quad is set up for graduation.  Thousands of wooden 
chairs are arranged with an aisle in between leading up to a 
stage.  Seated in front, the graduates wear caps and gowns.  
Parents sit in the back.  
A goggled orchestra plays the graduation march.
On stage, Charlie sits next to Dean Walker.  Charlie’s BEER 
Goggles reflect the growing crowd.
Sarah and Drunk Dialer approach.
WALKER
Are they here?
SARAH
Senators Wallace and Fairbanks, 
Congressman Andrews, and Justice 
Carter are already seated.  
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(MORE)
Secretary Eubanks should be here 
shortly.  Only Mr. Fairchild, the 
lawyer from New York won’t be 
attending.  His son didn’t 
graduate.
WALKER
Unimportant.  What about David 
Anderson?
SARAH
Who?
WALKER
The CEO of InvesTech.
SARAH
Ahh, yes.  Mr. Anderson was caught 
in traffic -- nasty accident on the 
interstate -- but, we made some 
calls and got him an escort.  
WALKER
Good, good.  Radio feeds?
Walker and Sarah look up to Drunk Dialer who sits on a 
catwalk above the stage.  He fiddles with audio/video 
equipment.
He gives them a thumbs up.
SARAH
Five by five.
EXT. DEAN’S HOUSE - DAY
Tyler, Brad, Felicia, and Natalie approach the house.  Tyler 
leads.  He walks slowly, trying to remember where to go.
Tyler leads them to a door.  There is keypad.
BRAD
You know we’re kind of on a time 
frame, here.
TYLER
Shut up and let me think.
Tyler’s eyes cloud to black.  He remembers.
FLASH ON:
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SARAH (cont'd)
EXT. DEAN’S HOUSE - FLASHBACK
In Tyler’s blackout vision: Sarah types the combination into 
the keypad.  
Time slows and we can see the numbers she presses.
BACK TO:
EXT. DEAN’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
Tyler’s eyes clear.  He presses the combination.
The door opens and they head to the basement.
INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - BASEMENT - CONTINUOUS
The team creeps down the stairs.
The team sees Double Vision and five Goggled Goons sitting at 
the table joking around and drinking.
Tyler points out the door to the cooler.
TYLER
We need to get in there.
FELICIA
We can’t take all of them sober.
BRAD
I’ll take care of it.
FELICIA
Brad, that’s crazy.
BRAD
I got this.
Brad walks down the stairs.
BRAD
Am I interrupting the circle jerk?
The Goons jump up.  Double Vision motions for them to be 
calm.
DOUBLE VISION
Here for a rematch?
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BRAD
Six on one is hardly fair... for 
you.
DOUBLE VISION
Really?  That’s your line.  Really?   
You and I both know that you’re as 
sober as a nun right now.  So you 
must have come for a spanking.
Double Vision PUNCHES Brad in the stomach.
DOUBLE VISION (CONT’D)
Come on.  Even sober you can fight 
a little bit, right?  
Double Vision SPLITS INTO TWO IMAGES.
Brad punches the fake one and his fist goes right through.  
The real Double Vision punches him in the back.
DOUBLE VISION (CONT’D)
ERRR!  Guess again.
Brad punches again and goes through an apparition.  Double 
Vision punches him in the face and he stumbles across the 
room.
DOUBLE VISION (CONT’D)
You’re like a retard, but without 
the crazy strength.
Both Double Visions charge Brad.  THEY MERGE INTO ONE and 
throw Brad into the cooler door.
On the stairwell, Natalie starts up.
NATALIE
Jesus, we have to help him.
FELICIA
Wait.
Brad reaches for the handle to the cooler door.
DOUBLE VISION
What, you’re trying to get some 
booze out of us?  Why don’t I help 
you.
Double Vision opens door and throws Brad in the cooler.  He 
slams the door and locks it.  He bolts, and barricades the 
door with large boards.
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DOUBLE VISION
He’ll make a nice popsicle when the 
boss gets back.
The Goggled Goons laugh.
EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - GRADUATION - DAY
Mr. Vincent walks to the side of the stage.  He waves Charlie 
over.
MR. VINCENT
Is your speech ready?
CHARLIE
Yes, sir.
MR. VINCENT
Did you include the changes I 
called you about?
Charlie doesn’t answer.
MR. VINCENT (CONT’D)
You’re nervous, I understand.  
You’ll do fine.  Your mother and I 
are very proud of you.
Charlie still doesn’t respond.
MR. VINCENT (CONT’D)
What’s with those glasses anyway?  
Is that really appropriate for --
Dean Walker appears.
WALKER
It will all be explained.  Please 
take your seat, Mr. Vincent, we 
have to get started.
Walker and Charlie walk back to their seats.
WALKER (CONT’D)
You ready?
CHARLIE
Yes, sir.
WALKER
Well, let’s get this started.
Walker goes to the podium.  The music ends.  All are quiet.
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WALKER
Welcome parents, graduates, 
faculty, and our distinguished 
guests.  I would also like to 
welcome those you listening on the 
radio this afternoon.
FLASH ON:
VARIOUS LOCATIONS - CONTINUOUS
People listening to the radio in their car.  At work.  At 
home.
BACK TO:
EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - GRADUATION - CONTINUOUS
Walker still talking.
WALKER (CONT’D)
Today is a very special day.  Today 
marks the moment where one phase of 
your life ends, and a new one 
begins.
INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - BASEMENT - DAY
The room RUMBLES.
The goons and Double Vision look around.  The rumbling gets 
louder.  Double vision looks at the cooler door.
DOUBLE VISION
Oh, shit.
The door EXPLODES from the frame.  Double Vision and the 
Goons jump out of the way as it crushes the table and slams 
into the opposite wall.
Brad stand in the doorway, cold steam surround him.  He holds 
two bottles of alcohol.
Natalie, Tyler, and Felicia run down the stairs and Brad 
tosses a bottle to Felicia.  She takes a pull and hands it to 
Natalie.
An ALARM SOUNDS.  
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INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - VARIOUS ROOMS - CONTINUOUS
Goggled Goons stop what they’re doing and run to the 
basement.
INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - BASEMENT - CONTINUOUS
The Goons file into the basement.
A group of Goons mobs Brad.  He fights the hoard, bottle 
still in hand.
Natalie shrieks and the Goons cover their ears in pain.  Brad 
knocks the lot out.  But, more Goons keep coming.
Double Vision heads for Tyler and Felicia.
FELICIA
Come on!
She drags Tyler in the cooler.
INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - COOLER - CONTINUOUS
The cooler is enormous.  The size of a football field.  Rows 
and rows of shelves filled with bottles of alcohol fill the 
cooler.
Tyler stands in awe.
TYLER
Oh. My. God.
Tyler and Felicia run deep into the cooler and hide behind a 
shelf labeled “WHISKY.”
TYLER
Can I buy you a drink?
Felicia smiles and takes a bottle.
A faint APPARITION, like a ghost, wisps by.  Tyler and 
Felicia turn, but it’s gone.  
It wisps by behind them.  They turn and see Double Vision 
coming down the aisle.
FELICIA
I’ll take care of him.
Felicia and Double Vision fight.  She kicks and punches in a 
blur.  She rotates on her center of gravity.  
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Double Vision surrounds her.  Sometimes she hits him, but 
most of her attacks miss and go through the apparition.
Double Vision knocks Felicia to the ground.
Tyler grabs a bottle.
TYLER
Oh, what the hell.
Tyler takes a pull as Felicia and Double Vision fight.
INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - BASEMENT - CONTINUOUS
Natalie is knocked down by a Goon.  Brad knocks him out and 
guards her.
BRAD
I got you, Nat.
He backs into a corner and fights off the goons.
Brad punches a large goon, Cliff, and knocks his goggles off.  
The Large Goon falls next to Natalie.
CLIFF
Wha... What’s going on?
Natalie SINGS and her GOLDEN AURA surrounds the Large Goon.
He looks at Natalie, devotion in his eyes.  
NATALIE
Help us!
Cliff stand and fights with Brad.  Brad is surprised, but 
takes the help.  The two push back against the mob.
INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - COOLER - CONTINUOUS
Tyler takes another pull.  His eyes cloud black.  He breathes 
heavy.
TYLER
OK, concentrate.
Tyler watches the fight.  
In his blackout POV he sees Felicia fighting Double Vision.  
In this view he can see the difference in the two Double 
Visions.
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He can see Felicia moving around her center of gravity.  In 
slow motion he can see each individual movement of her 
attacks. How each muscle works to create a punch or kick. 
Tyler charges and punches Double Vision in the jaw.
Double vision is surprised by the attack and runs off.
FELICIA
How’d you do that?
TYLER
I can see him.  I can see how it 
all works. 
Double Vision comes at them again.
TYLER
Dance with me.
FELICIA
What?
Tyler grabs Felicia’s hands and swings her in the air.  She 
kicks Double Vision in the face.  
They continue to fight while swing dancing.  Getting into a 
rhythm they flip, swing, and twirl attack Double Vision and 
several Goggled Goons.  
They pummel Double Vision and with one final spin send him 
flying into a shelf of booze.  Knocking him out.
The shelf wobbles and falls into the next causing a chain 
reaction.  Like dominos, the shelves fall.  Bottles crash and 
spray on the ground.  The noise is deafening. Finally the 
last shelf falls and there is silence.
TYLER
Oops.
INT. DEAN’S HOUSE - BASEMENT - CONTINUOUS
Tyler and Felicia dance fight out of the cooler sending 
several goons flying.
Brad punches a goon in the face.  The fight is over.
Bodies cover the floor.  Some groan in pain.
Brad picks up a LEATHER HOLSTER and a SHOT GLASS BANDOLEER.  
He puts them on.
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BRAD
Sweet.
TYLER
Holy shit!
FELICIA
What?
TYLER
You and I are banging.
FLASH ON:
INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT- FLASHBACK
Tyler’s blackout vision.  
Felicia is on the bed.  She takes off her top. 
TYLER
Shark eye nipples!  We’re gonna 
need a bigger bed!
Tyler leaps on her.  She laughs. 
BACK TO:
FELICIA
Yeah, so?
TYLER
You waited until I was blacked out 
then you...
FELICIA
Are you upset?
TYLER
Well... no, but... I thought you 
and Brad were...
BRAD
I’m her brother, jack-ass.
TYLER
Oh.  But, you... used me.
FELICIA
So?
TYLER
Good point.
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Felicia grabs several bottles of vodka off the floor.
FELICIA
Take these to the hospital and find 
Daniels.  You need to hurry.
TYLER
But --
FELICIA
Don’t worry.  You help Daniels, 
we’ll take care of Dean Walker.
Felicia kisses Tyler.
Brad puts a bottle in each side of the holster.
BRAD
Let’s go.
EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - GRADUATION - CONTINUOUS
Dean Walker is at the podium.
WALKER
Under your seats you’ll find a pair 
of glasses.  If you’d be so kind to 
put them on, we have a special 
presentation.
Guests find boxes under the seat with goggles.  They put them 
on.
WALKER
Please welcome Charlie Vincent.
The crowd applauds.
BACKSTAGE
Brad, Felicia, and Natalie see Charlie take the stage.
NATALIE
It’s starting.
BRAD
We can still stop him.  Come one.
They run to the stage, but are stopped by several GOGGLED 
SECRET SERVICE AGENTS.  The agents guns are drawn. 
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SECRET SERVICE AGENT
Freeze!
BRAD
Shit.
ON STAGE
Charlie stands at the podium.
CHARLIE
Toothpick.  Sandwich.  Double 
platinum agenda coupon.  Cushion 
stealer...
The crowd murmurs.
Charlie spits out random words faster and faster until they 
are a BLUR OF WHITE NOISE.
His BLUE AURA grows and creeps over the crowd.
BACKSTAGE
The team at gunpoint.
Brad reaches for a holstered bottle.
SECRET SERVICE AGENT
I said, don’t move.
FELICIA
Actually, you said freeze.
NATALIE
We don’t have time for this.
She SHRIEKS.  The agents hold their ears.
Brad takes a shot glass from the bandoleer and flings it at 
an Agent.  It shatters on his skull.
BRAD
Natalie, get Charlie.  We’ll take 
care of them.
Natalie runs off.
The Secret Service Agents FIRE.
Felicia bends around her center of gravity and the bullets 
miss.
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An Agent fires at Brad.  Brad FLINGS a shot Glass and it 
COLLIDES WITH THE BULLET.  
Brad steps up and knocks away the Agent’s gun.
ON STAGE
Dean Walker hears gunfire and sees Brad and Felicia fighting 
the agents.  He motions to Sarah to go to Charlie.
She whispers in Charlie’s ear.
Charlie’s aura GLOWS and SPREADS over the crowd.  
FLASH ON:
INT./EXT. VARIOUS LOCATIONS - CONTINUOUS
Radios everywhere play Charlie’s voice.  The blue aura 
extends from radios and surrounds listeners.
Cars stop on the roadway.  GOGGLED DRIVERS freeze.
BACK TO:
EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - GRADUATION - CONTINUOUS
Natalie runs to the aisle in the back of the crowd.  She 
takes a large pull from her flask.  She takes a deep breath 
and SCREAMS her siren song.  Her golden aura CRASHES into 
Charlie’s blue aura.  The auras FIGHT LIKE WALLS OF SOUND.  
Sarah intensifies her speaking into Charlie’s ear.
Charlie’s aura PUSHES Natalie’s.  Natalie pushes back.
Walker motions to Drunk Dialer.
ON THE CATWALK
Drunk Dialer turns dials on the sound equipment.  A 3-D 
EQUALIZER shows the frequency of NATALIE’S VOICE.
Drunk Dialer flips a switch and screams the OPPOSING 
FREQUENCY into his telephone.
The equalizer FLATLINES.
97.
IN THE CROWD
Natalie’s voice is gone.  Her aura fades.  Charlie’s aura 
consumes her.
BACKSTAGE
Felicia spots the Drunk Dialer.  She knocks an Agent out and 
grabs Brad.
FELICIA
Up and over.
Brad twirls her and throws her up to...
THE CATWALK
Felicia kicks Drunk Dialer and knocks him out.  
IN THE CROWD
Natalie’s voice returns and her Aura SMASHES into Charlie’s.
The volume intensifies as each scream harder.  
Natalie speaks to Charlie through the aura.  She is still 
screaming, but this speech takes place almost subconsciously.  
All other sound fades.
NATALIE (V.O.)
Charlie.  Charlie, can you hear me?
Charlie does not respond.
NATALIE (V.O.)
Charlie, stop what you’re doing.  
Break free. 
CHARLIE (V.O.)
Stay out of this, Natalie.
NATALIE (V.O.)
You can’t tell these people what to 
think.  How to feel.  
Sarah whispers into Charlie’s ear.
Dean Walker sends Goons after Natalie.
98.
CHARLIE (V.O.)
I’m giving them purpose.  
Direction.  I don’t know what to do 
on my own.
Brad and Felicia protect Natalie from the Goggled Goons and 
Agents.
NATALIE (V.O.)
Nobody does!  The best part of life 
is finding out what you want to do.  
Don’t give that away now.  
CHARLIE (V.O.)
I can’t be who they want me to be.
NATALIE (V.O.)
Well, then just be yourself.  
CHARLIE (V.O.)
I’ve hurt you.  I won’t let that 
happen again.
NATALIE (V.O.)
I forgive you.  Now forgive 
yourself.
CHARLIE (V.O.)
I, I --
NATALIE (V.O.)
Charlie, break free!  Break free!
Charlie stops yelling and removes his BEER Goggles.  He and 
Natalie look into each other’s eyes.
SARAH
You bitch!
Sarah runs at Natalie.
Sarah and Natalie fight.  There are no powers, just 
scratching and hair pulling and good old fashioned cat 
fighting.
NATALIE
No one to fight for you anymore, 
huh?
Natalie punches Sarah, knocking her out.
Silence.  The crowd sits motionless still hypnotized.  Brad 
and Felicia finish off the last few Goggled goons.
99.
ON STAGE
Walker applauds.
WALKER
Well done.  Well done.  All that 
hard work, and for what?  Look at 
them.
He motions to the crowd.
WALKER
They’re mine to do with as I please 
now.  One word and I could send the 
lot on you.  Would you fight a 
supreme court justice?  How about 
your parents, Charlie?  Could you 
fight them?
BRAD
We can still kick your ass.
Brad punches Walker.  Walker doesn’t flinch.  Brad pulls back 
his hand in pain.
Brad punches again.  Nothing.  Walker punches Brad in the 
stomach, doubling him over.
Felicia spin kicks Walker.  Walker catches her foot and 
throws her across the stage.
WALKER
You don’t get it do you?  Who’s 
alcohol do you think you’re 
drinking?  Your powers are running 
on my alcohol.  You can’t hurt me.
Natalie shrieks, but it has no effect.  Walker kicks her in 
the stomach.
He turns to Charlie.
WALKER 
They just don’t understand.  Work 
with me.  We can ban alcohol 
together.  We can control who has 
powers and who doesn't.  We can do 
anything.
Walker picks up a bottle from the ground and offers it to 
Charlie.
WALKER
A toast.
100.
NATALIE
Charlie, don’t.
Charlie takes the bottle.
CHARLIE
I can do whatever I want.  I don’t 
have to follow anyone’s orders.
WALKER
Cheers.
Charlie drinks from the bottle.  
Walker smiles.  But Charlie keeps drinking.  Gulping down the 
booze.
Walker realizes what Charlie’s doing.
WALKER
No!
Charlie VOMITS into Walker.  A powerful stream that knocks 
Walker across the stage and smashes him into the wall.  
Walker is out cold.
Charlie falls to one knee.  Natalie rushes over.
NATALIE
Charlie, that was amazing.
The team looks at the hypnotized crowd.
BRAD
What do we do now?
DANIELS (O.S.)
We undo it.
The team turns and sees Tyler pushing Daniels in a 
wheelchair.  A BOTTLE OF VODKA hangs and drips into his arm 
like an IV bag.
NATALIE
Daniels!
She hugs him.  He groans in pain.
NATALIE (CONT’D)
Sorry.  What do we do?
DANIELS
Charlie can break this bond.
101.
CHARLIE
I can’t.  I’m sober.  Do we have 
anymore booze?
Brad holds up two empty bottles.  
Daniels tosses Charlie a beer.
DANIELS
Try this.
Charlie chugs the beer and tosses the can aside.
CHARLIE
What now?
DANIELS
Just do what comes naturally.
Charlie steps up to the podium and clears his throat.
CHARLIE
Apple core, tarantula.  Fuzzy 
kangaroo.  Flagpole, weasel, kung-
po chicken...
Faster and faster until the words blur.  The Blue aura 
spreads.  Surrounding the crowd. Louder and louder.  Brighter 
and brighter. 
Charlie screams with a burst and the aura explodes.
The BEER Goggles’ lenses fade to clear.  
The crowd takes them off and looks around confused.
FLASH ON:
INT./EXT. VARIOUS LOCATIONS - CONTINUOUS
The radio listeners take off their BEER Goggles and look 
around.
BACK TO:
EXT. CAMPUS QUAD - GRADUATION - CONTINUOUS
The confused crowd looks around.  Charlie steps back.
The crowd applauds.
102.
NATALIE
What do they think just happened?
CHARLIE
I think I made them think that the 
ceremony went smoothly and I just 
delivered an inspiring speech about 
our future... I think.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent are BACKSTAGE.
MR. VINCENT 
Bravo, Charlie.  Well done.
MRS. VINCENT
It was wonderful, sweetie.
CHARLIE
Thanks, Mom.  Dad.
MR. VINCENT
So, now that you’re a college 
graduate, what’s the news with 
Harvard?
CHARLIE
I got in.
Charlie’s parents’s faces light up.
CHARLIE (CONT’D)
But, I’m not going.
MR. VINCENT
What are you going to do, then?
CHARLIE
(a smile)
I don’t know.  But, I’ll figure it 
out.
Mr. Vincent sets his jaw.
MR. VINCENT
You want to do your own thing. I 
understand.  
CHARLIE
You’re not disappointed?
MRS. VINCENT
Of course not, honey.  We just want 
to see you happy.
103.
DANIELS
You know, when we open again, I’ll 
probably need another bartender.
FELICIA
I could use a few nights off.
She looks at Tyler.
TYLER
Oh hell yes!
CHARLIE
I might like that.
Charlie turns and kisses Natalie.
Charlie’s beer can sits on the ground.  We get closer and see 
that it reads: “NONALCOHOLIC”.
CUT TO:
INSERT - NEWSPAPER
Walker is arrested on charges of drunk and disorderly.  
Several newspaper shots of Walker in alcohol rehab and jail.
FADE OUT.
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